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EDITORIAL
DENNIS ANDREWS, F5VHY
The Last Mile
By now, we had all hoped to have our desired quota of Bouvet
band/mode slots safely logged – but it was not to be. Despite three
years of impressive planning and preparation, perhaps the most
ambitious DXpedition ever was defeated by one of the few factors
over which little control could be exerted.
Any of us who have ventured into the Southern ocean could well have
experienced the challenge that would be faced. My sailings across the Great
Australian Bight and from Antarctica across the Drake Passage provided impressive
memories of the weather and sea conditions that can make these waters some of the
most unfriendly in the world.
My experiences were from the safety of
the promenade deck of a passenger liner.
From the deck of the 72m long, 1,400 ton
Betanzos, things were always going to be
very different. Everything depended on
finding sufficiently stable seas and weather
to support the helicopter operations, – not
only to land the expedition but also to
recover the team and equipment after
some weeks on the island.
The 3Y0Z team safe and sound in Capetown

So there should be no criticism of their
operation. The leaders of the group – Ralph – K0IR, Bob – K4UEE and Erling – LA6VM
have an impressive record of many successful past DXpeditions and there will,
without doubt, be more to come. It is good to record their safe arrival in Capetown
after what must have been a gruelling thirty days on a rarely stable ship.
So what is the prospect of future operations from Bouvet? Dom – 3Z9DX has
plans to mount an expedition sailing from Capetown to attempt a landing from the
sea and use their reactivated 3Y5I licence. But with no harbour and only off-shore
anchorages, such a plan would present its own challenges. The 1990 3Y5X DXpedition
used helicopter access.
Despite this disappointment, there is still plenty in the DX Diary to keep us busy.
As I write, John – G4IRN is busy from VU4G, 3D2EU is active from Rotuma and the
Latvian group have just arrived for further activity from 3C3W and 3C0W. In April, we
will have the French team active from Agalega/St Brandon as 3B9A and then, in June,
perhaps the highlight of the year, Baker Island with the trip-off-the-tongue callsign
KH1/KH7Z!
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TRANSMISSION LINES
DON FIELD, G3XTT - PRESIDENT
A lot has happened in the CDXC and general DXing world since
the last issue of the Digest. Much of it will be covered elsewhere in
these pages but I feel a few reflections are in order.
G3NUG SK
First, the passing of Neville G3NUG, Silent Key or, perhaps more
accurately as Steve Telenius-Lowe PJ4DX has described it, Silent
Mic (I don’t recall Neville ever using a key!). It was a shock when
Chris G3SVL phoned me with the news. I had known Neville since he came back into
the hobby following his retirement almost 30 years ago. Tony G2NF and I are the only
two members who were with Neville on every CDXC/FSDXA DXpedition and it was a
pleasure and a privilege to work with him.
Neville’s style was unique, always thinking big (shades of his successful business
career). For example, when we went to Spratly (9M0C) in 1998, we had been
forewarned to be sensitive towards the Malaysian military on the island, keeping a
low profile. Instead, within an hour or so of arriving, Neville had introduced himself
to the local commander and came back with the offer of help with putting up
antennas – a “development exercise” for the naval recruits!
Similarly, when we went to Rodrigues 3B9C, the political situation in Mauritius
was up in the air so Neville had made sure we had covered all bases by getting
(through our local “fixer”) a letter of support from the Prime Minister’s office. On
3B9, we received a visit from the local chief of police, to check our legality. Once
shown the letter, he promised every assistance!
Sadly, because of a prior commitment with the ZC4A operation, I was unable to
attend Neville’s funeral but I gather CDXC/FSDXA were well represented and the
amateurs present formed a guard of honour up the aisle. Chris G3SVL had received
and passed on to the family over 100 tributes and messages of condolence.
Kosovo
Kosovo finally made it onto the DXCC list and there was immediate and extensive
activity and even more immediate and extensive pile-ups. I am astonished at how
desperate some DXers appear to be, given that this one will be as common as the
rest of the ex-Yugoslav entities in the years to come. Yes, no one wants to lose their
Honor Roll slot but time is on our side. It’s not that long ago that the Honor Roll was
published just once a year!
ZC4A
I did enjoy my ZC4A trip and, all being well, you’ll be reading about it elsewhere in
this Digest. What had started out as a planned CQWW 160 effort turned into quite a
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mini-DXpedition. Bob 5B4AGN did a sterling job of organising the logistics in record
time and Mike G3WPH did his usual, as we’ve come to expect with the 6G efforts,
excellent job of planning and building antennas. The only downside, (apart from the
freezing cold conditions!) was that we were spotted from time to time as Z60A
(despite IDing every two or three QSOs at least) – doesn’t anyone listen nowadays?
So we ended up with more dupes than we might otherwise have expected and the
pile-ups when that happened got silly, with a sudden influx of callers plus a matching
influx of “policemen” on our frequency pointing out the error of their ways!
Bouvet
Opportunity of a lifetime – spend 30 days at sea in the Southern Ocean at great
expense, on a ship that has seen better days and catch a glimpse of Bouvet Island but
no opportunity to go ashore. What’s more, although you’ve booked a return flight
from Chile, as a bonus, you’ll be able to fly home from South Africa instead.
Yes, it didn’t quite go to plan – the most expensive mishap in DXpedition history. I
suppose it had to happen sometime but my sympathy and I’m sure yours too, goes
out to those intrepid would-be DXpeditioners. They have said they will try again but I
wonder how keen they will be after the inevitable legal battles with insurance
companies, the ship’s owners and so on. And where and at what cost will they now
store their radio gear? Will it be impounded by South African Customs? The story is
by no means over. Maybe they will turn it into a feature film!
Summer Social
At the time of writing, the numbers booked for the Annual Dinner are well down
on usual. Perhaps the clash with St Patrick’s Day is a problem. Perhaps Reading has
run its course. The Committee did look hard for a new venue this year but the St
Patrick’s Day clash meant most places were already booked. There will certainly be a
new venue next year.
Perhaps, too, you only wanted to make one trip to the Reading area this year. It’s
many years since our Summer Social was in the Chilterns area so this year’s event will
be in my local village hall. Last time Janet and I hosted the Summer Social we used
the hall for the meeting but held the Social in our garden. However, annual
attendance increased since then so we are using the hall for the whole event. The old
bowling green makes a great lawn on which to have your lunch and a natter and
there is plenty of parking. And if you want to make a weekend of it, we have two
National Trust properties close by, river trips in Henley (and the River and Rowing
Museum is highly recommended) and plenty of other local attractions.
If you plan to come by rail to Reading, let me know and we will try to arrange a lift
to the venue. We look forward to seeing you there.
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NEW MEMBERS
TONY BETTLEY, G4LDL
CDXC offers a warm welcome to the following new and re-joining members:
Callsign

Name

QTH

IK1RDN

Pier Solda

Zubiena

M1FCV

Clive Roberts

Stroud

M5MDH

Mark Hampton

Eastleigh

OH1IS

Ismo Suikkaned

Finland

VU2CPL

Manoj Ramawarrier

Bangalore

ZL3AB

Mark Sullivan

Christchurch

We regret to record the passing of the following CDXC
members
Geoff Jenner, G3KIW
Neville Cheadle, G3NUG
Roger Avery, G3TQD
Stan Rudenko, G0KBL
Our thoughts are with their families and loved ones
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NEVILLE CHEADLE, G3NUG
COMPILED BY: CHRIS DUCKLING, G3SVL [CHAIRMAN CDXC] AND DON BEATTIE,
G3BJ [PRESIDENT R1 IARU]
Neville Cheadle, G3NUG past Committee
member, Chairman and President of CDXC
passed away suddenly and unexpectedly
on Sunday 14th January 2018. He was 77
years old. Licensed for almost 60 years his
contribution to amateur radio will be a
fitting legacy as befits a great DXer,
DXpeditioner and mentor.
Neville was born in Disley, Cheshire, UK
to a family heavily involved in the
newspaper industry. His father was
knighted for his services to the newspaper
industry and for his charitable work for the
Stroke Association. The family moved to
Photo – G4JKS
Mill Hill in London where Neville attended
Mill Hill School - whose alumni include Francis Crick, co-discoverer of the DNA
molecule. Mill Hill School had also been the site of ‘2SZ’ the school radio station
where Cecil Goyder made the first amateur radio G – ZL contact. That inspired Neville
to follow the hobby that would become one of his life’s passions.
His career took him to senior positions in Price Waterhouse, an international
consultancy company. He worked in the UK and overseas and took early retirement
at the age of 50. Once retired, Neville concentrated on chasing DX and IOTAs from his
impressive station in Felden near Hemel Hempstead. He was a single mode operator,
achieving all of his successes and awards on SSB. Those included over 370 DXCCs and
1,025 IOTAs confirmed.
With time available, Neville joined the CDXC Committee at the AGM in 1993,
became Chairman in 1994 and President in 2001. In all he served on our Committee
for 22 years – a record that is unlikely to be broken any time soon. Neville’s view was
that every UK DXer should be a member of CDXC and watching him ‘sell’ the benefits
at various events was something to behold.
Neville and Trish started hosting CDXC Summer Socials at Felden and those who
attended still recall the two 80 foot towers by the tennis court. At one time he had a
4 element for 40m atop of one – Neville never did anything by halves!
In 2005 they sold up and moved to Lower Withers Barns in the Hereford
countryside. There, they completed the refurbishment of two barns and Neville made
one into a billiards room and shack with sleeping accommodation. The antennas
7

were caught up in a planning objection but a farmer neighbour agreed to have them
in one of his fields and the two 100ft towers with beams were duly planted there and
fed with LF-550. But for many CDXC members, the memory of Lower Withers Barns
will be of Neville and Trish’s fabulous
hospitality at the eight occasions they
hosted there. As the pictures show, it was
a delightful country estate garden party
and Trish’s beautiful flower beds were
always a topic of much admiration. It was
impossible to leave an LWB summer
social without a smile – well, unless you
met a farm vehicle on the road out!
But no celebration of G3NUG’s life
would be complete without the Five Star
CDXC Summer Social at Lower Withers Barns
Photo – G4JKS
DXers Association. Neville had activated a
few Malaysian Islands as 9M2/G3NUG and a plan to put on DXpeditions started to
form. In 1998 he and 12 other CDXC members put on the 9M0C DXpedition to the
Spratly Islands. By his own admission it was a learning curve – but it was also a huge
success making 65,511 QSOs in 14 days of operating.
The success of that first adventure led to the formation of the Five Star DXers
Association. The next DXpedition was to Comoros in 2001 for D68C. With a team of
26 operators, D68C made 168,695 QSOs in a three-week period and introduced new
modes for a major DXpedition including PSK, FM and MFSK16. It was often joked that
if you weren’t a CDXC member at the start of the DXpedition you would be by the
end – Neville never rested in his marketing efforts for the Club.
The third DXpedition to Rodrigues Island, as 3B9C in 2004, proved that a team
could consistently produce 10,000 QSOs a day. A particular driver for Neville was
always the unique callsigns that were
worked. Of 3B9C’s 153,016 QSOs just under
a quarter were uniques. For D68C and
3B9C, a system where operators could
participate for the full duration or just the
first half or second half of the trip had
proved successful. The beauty of this was
that those who were in full time
employment and those with young families
could experience DXpeditioning without
Neville operating at 3B9C. Photo – G4JKS
being away from home for too long. It also
reduced the cost for those participants.
Above all, it created an opportunity for more operators to be involved, and for firsttimers to learn from the more experienced DXpeditioners in the team.
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With a pattern developing of a DXpedition every three years, the Five Star DXers
took a slightly different approach for their 2007 trip to St Brandon Island, 3B7C. The
only way to get to the island was by chartering a boat and sailing 30 hours from
Mauritius - and taking all supplies and support staff with you. The maximum team
size was set at 20 operators. Many would need to camp under canvas and all would
need to stay for the entire duration. A boat was hired and a “recce” trip planned. As
the time approached for the recce trip, Neville was diagnosed with lymphoma and
had to undergo chemotherapy. The treatment worked and nine months later he was
off to 3B7C to lead the DXpedition. With a team of 20 operators on an uninhabited
island and zero sunspots throughout the entire DXpedition 137,484 QS0s were made
with once again a quarter of those being uniques.
The final, as it turned out to be, Five
Star DXers Association outing was to be
the big one: a trip to the Pacific in 2011
to mount the T32C DXpedition to
Christmas Island. Being a ‘fly in’
location, the system of operator
change-over was used once again,
allowing a total of 37 operators to
participate. The total of 213,022 QSOs –
with the now familiar high level of
uniques – set a world record for a
DXpedition that still stands today.
Typical set up for a Five Star DXpedition (3B7C)
Phote – G3SVL
Indeed at the end of the DXpedition 11
world records had been broken, seven of which still stand today.
If any proof were needed that Neville had achieved his ambitions as a DXpedition
organiser, one needs only to look at GDXF’s DXpedition Honor Roll where the Five
Star DXpeditions occupy positions 1, 5, 7 and 10 on the Honor Roll of QSO totals and
still hold the world record for uniques worked on a DXpedition. A huge number of
operators have been on a Five Star DXpedition and many ‘earned their spurs’ with
Neville. The table below lists them.
The DXpeditions also contained moments of great humour – probably one of the
best was when he was operating and had a pile up, Neville was heard to announce on
air "There are two SP's on the frequency can I have one at a time please". All those
within earshot collapsed with laughter. And if ever you were on a DXpedition
yourself, he would simply call in to the pile up with ‘Hello [name]’ and you knew
immediately it was G3NUG.
As if all of this was not enough, Neville was a Director of IREF, a member of RSGB,
ARRL, INDEXA, NCDXF, RRC and held honorary memberships of the Southern
California DX Club and the Southeastern DX Club. He was a former member of RSGB
Council and RSGB Management Committee, former Chairman of RSGB HF Committee
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and organiser of the HF Convention in its ‘Beaumont days’. In recognition of his
contribution to amateur radio DXing he was inducted into the CQ DX Hall of Fame in
2009.

Summer lunch at Lower Withers Barn – 2010.

Photo – G3TXF

Neville and Trish sold Lower Withers Barns last year and moved to a new home in
the South Hams region of Devon where Neville intended to take up sea fishing, travel
more widely and watch cricket. Alas it was not to be. He is survived by Trish and his
three sons.
Compiled by: Chris Duckling, G3SVL [Chairman CDXC] and Don Beattie, G3BJ
[President R1 IARU]
Contact: Chris@G3SVL.com or Don@G3BJ.com
All-time Five Star DXpedition Operators
3B9FR
5B4AGC (SK)
5B4WN
9H1EL
9M6SU
DG1CMZ
DK1II (SK)
DK7YY
DL7AKC (SK)
EI5DI
EI9FBB
F2JD
F5VHN
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FM5CD
G0LMX
G0MRF
G2NF
G0VJG
G3BJ
G3IZD
G3NHL
G3NOM (SK)
G3NUG (SK)
G3RAU
G3RWL
G3SED

G3SVK
G3SVL
G3UML
G3UNA
G3USR
G3VMW
G3WGN
G3WGV
G3WKL
G3WPH
G3XTT
G3YBY
G4AXX

G4DQW
G4DRS
G4FAL
G4IUF
G4JKS
G4KIU
G4LDL
G4TSH
G4VXE
G7VJR
GM3POI
GU4YOX
JA1RJU

JA3AER
JH4RHF
K3NA
K5VT (SK)
KF7E
KG4UVU
M0BJL
M0DXR
M0FRE
M0GMT
MD0CCE
N6HC
N6OX

N7CQQ
NK7C
ON7RU
PA3EWP
PE9PE
PJ4DX
SM5AQD
SM5GMZ
UT8LL (SK)
W3EF
W3WL
WF5T
WW2R

RECOLLECTIONS OF NEVILLE, G3NUG
From Tony, G2NF
I was helping Neville with some antennas one day, he asked "Why don't we Gs do
DXpeditions and why should others have all the fun?”. You know the rest as they say,
so thanks for a great ride and some amazing memories.
I'm sure I speak for all who were fortunate enough to be able to join the fun that
we had and learnt a lot from one another as I did. Without doubt this kick-started UK
DXpeditions in a major way; the only way Neville knew. Without his dogged approach
to these significant undertakings none of this would have come to fruition.
And as a lasting memory: G3NUG in DX pile up: "There are two SPs on the
frequency can I have one at a time please".
From Michael, G7VJR:
This is an absolutely awful piece of news. Neville was a very important part of
CDXC and of course so much of the culture and lore of DXpeditioning and in
particular the mega-expedition model was down to him and FSDXA.
My personal, lasting memory of Neville was his inimitable voice stating to me,
"Hello Michael" dryly in a pileup at YS1G. There was no doubting who was calling;
G3NUG was never a small signal.
I loved his sense of humour. Uncle's leadership, wry attitude to problems and of
course the legacy of the world's biggest DXpedition ever - T32C - will last and last.
Farewell to a super guy. My thoughts are with Trish.
From John, G3WKL:
Neville was one of the 'greats', a pleasure to know, as a colleague on committees,
etc. and someone who actively encouraged newcomers to DXing.
His gentle but firm manner will be long remembered. I'll never forget hearing him
controlling a DXpedition pile-up by saying something along the lines "Gentlemen, just
calm down, calm down .... please go and have a coffee whilst I work North America
for a while. I'll be back soon".
The ability to control a pile-up was just one of his strengths. Neville will be
missed.
From Martin, M0BCT
Very sorry to hear the sad news. I was lucky enough to bump into Neville several
times at various CDXC events or RSGB Conventions. On our first meeting, he invited
Sheila and me to camp in their orchard for the weekend for a Lower Withers AGM.
Neville and Trish were most welcoming and they were lively and interesting people.
Our thoughts are with Trish.
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From Chris, G3SVL:
His organisational skills on the Five Star DXpeditions were legendary. If it went
wrong it was because you had not planned it properly! But occasionally there were
things that happened that could not have been foreseen. An example is when Five
Star put on the world-beating T32C DXpedition to Christmas Island in the Pacific
Ocean.
Neville was always keen to build a relationship with the local community and
community leaders wherever he went and this was no exception. He decided that we
should host a dinner at the Captain Cook Hotel for the senior Government Politician.
Neville duly asked our guest if he had any special requests and the answer came back
‘I’d like some Kava’. When asked where we could obtain that the First Minister said
‘the hotel will understand’.
On the afternoon of the dinner we saw the hotel staff placing some old plant
roots in a hemp sack and dunking it in and out of a bowl of water – we thought little
of it.
At the allotted time during the dinner under the stars on a warm evening we were
all presented with a tumbler of this slightly brown liquid and Neville proposed the
toast. As the liquid went into our mouths we experienced the sensation of our
tongue and mouth going numb! As good hosts we declined top ups and discreetly
poured ours away. The First Minister consumed probably a litre of the stuff – and
then drove home!
On later seeing the First Minister he explained to Neville that it was a very
common sedative to help them relax – his exact words were ‘it’s like marijuana but it
doesn’t mess with your brain’!
From Terry, G3NPZ
I was very sorry to hear of the passing of Neville G3NUG.
I first met Neville at Standard Telephones & Cables in North London in 1958 when
I had just finished my apprenticeship and Neville was a Student Apprentice. I am glad
to say that Neville's first QSO was with me on C W and we had many happy times
together trying to work some DX. He at the time had a KW Viceroy transmitter and a
HQ170 Rx and cubical Quad antenna. I at my end had a KW Viceroy transmitter a
Drake 2B Rx and a full size 20m beam. I always used to enjoy my visits to his home in
Mill Hill and the lovely tea and cakes that his mother always provided. I would also
reciprocate and try to work DX with my equipment. I lived in New Barnet at the time.
Neville eventually left STC and went on to greater things but I stayed on as a
Commissioning Engineer for their Radio Products at STC until the Radio Division
closed in 1973.
I did not meet up with Neville again until I joined CDXC in 2013 when he
remembered me in his Presidents Patter.
I send my sincere condolences to his Wife and family at this sad time.
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SOVEREIGN BASE AREA OF AKROTIRI - ZC4A
MIKE CHAMBERLAIN, G3WPH
Under the 1960 treaty
which granted
independence to the
former Crown colony of
Cyprus, Britain retained
sovereignty over two
areas referred to as
Sovereign Base Area or
more commonly SBA.
ESBA lying to the east
incorporates Dhekelia and
Ayios Nikolaos, while to
the west WSBA
incorporates Akrotiri,
Episkopi and surrounding
The team in front of the shack – L to R: Neil (G6MC), Mike
villages. The military bases
(G3WPH), Andy (G3AB), Don (G3XTT), Bob (5B4AGN) and Stavros
(5B4AFM)
on these areas form a
strategic part of the UK defence network. Under ARRL DXCC rules, the SBA is a
separate entity with the call prefix ZC4. Over the years, many radio amateurs have
operated from the SBA so it is not particularly rare, being over 100 in the most
wanted list prior to this DXpedition. But of late activity has been low, thereby
justifying another DXpedition.
Background
In January 2017 Bob (5B4AGN) operated with Steve (G3VMW) from Avdimou
Beach using the callsign ZC4A. Operation was from a car on the beach using a HF9V
vertical antenna. Many requests followed for a repeat operation to include 160m, so
Bob and Steve began to think about a DXpedition to participate in the 2018 CQWW
CW 160 contest. The concept grew into a full-sized operation over beers at the
HS0ZAR operation in 2017 CQWW CW where Don (G3XTT) and Andy (G3AB)
committed to the operation. Unfortunately, Steve had to stand down, but Neil
(G6MC), Stavros (5B4AFM), and Mike (G3WPH) were recruited to the team, giving a
good balance of phone, CW and digital skills. ZC4 is more wanted on phone and
digital than CW. Operations took place between 25th and 31st January 2018.
The call ZC4A has a little history in CQWW 160. It was first issued to Bob in 2001
as a club call and used in the contest that year, but lapsed after one year. It was reissued in January 2017 for use by Bob and Steve and was renewed again this year.
Site Selection
Both SBA regions lie on the south side of the island adjacent to the
Mediterranean. There is beach access in several places but most of the world’s radio
amateurs are located in a northerly direction. Most ZC4 operation has occurred from
inside one of the military bases within the SBA. It used to be possible for 5B4
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licensees to gain access to the clubs within the bases, but this became more difficult
after 9/11. Bob recently gained permission to operate the ZC4A club callsign under
regulated conditions from within the WSBA, but not on the military bases.
Suitable locations from which to operate are difficult to find in the WSBA.
However, for many years, radio amateurs in the Paphos/Limosol area met once a
month for Sunday brunch in a beach bar at Avdimou beach, located at the south
western edge of the WSBA. Bob has a good relationship with the owner who kindly
granted permission to operate from the bar – every amateur’s dream, a DXpedition
located in a beach bar! Unfortunately, it was closed for the winter, with the stock
removed and no heating. The temperature went down to two degrees Celsius at
night, which felt very cold. Being on the south of the island might not have been
considered ideal for our needs, but fortunately the hills to the north have only a few
degrees of elevation and excellent long path take off to the south was inviting.

The antennas - L to R: 160m T, 40/60m
dipoles, 80m vertical, 20/12m dipoles, BigIR
for 30/15m and 17/10m dipole

Mike at station 3 under the watchful eye of Neil

Equipment
We had three stations running 24/7:
 Station 1 consisted of a K3 transceiver and Alpha 87A linear. Its primary role
was the CQWW 160 contest but it was also configured for RTTY and FT8.
 Station 2 was a TS-590 transceiver with ACOM 1000 linear, used primarily for
CW but occasionally for phone.
 Station 3 was another K3 transceiver with Ameritron AL-1200 linear. This was
the phone station and it was located on the other side of the restaurant from stations
1 and 2.
Networked WinTest was used for logging on CW, phone and RTTY. WSJT-X was
used for FT8. There was a GSM connection to the internet for checking the RBN and
cluster.
To simplify logistics some antennas shared masts or feeders. Antennas were:
 160m: A 17m high T on Spiderpole with 24 λ/4 radials located 100m west of
the restaurant.
 80m: 18m high vertical with series inductor to move resonance from phone to
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the CW end of band, with 24 λ/4 radials. This was located 30m west of restaurant.
 40m: Inverted V dipole at 17m high located 65m west of restaurant.
 60m: Inverted V dipole at 13m on the same mast as the 40m antenna.
 30m & 15m: BigIR vertical, which was originally planned to be mounted on the
top of the restaurant, but after inspection this was considered unsafe, so another site
approximately 25m south of the restaurant was chosen.
 20m & 12m: Shared feed parallel dipoles at 12m high 15m south-west of the
restaurant.
 17m & 10m: Shared feed parallel dipoles at 12m high on south-east corner of
restaurant.
 LF RX: K9AY located 75m east of the restaurant.
All the wire antennas had been pre-resonated and were within a few kHz of the
design frequency, with the exception of 40m dipole which resonated somewhat LF –
the reason is still being investigated. At the antenna patch point, just inside the
restaurant, any station could be connected to any antenna.
Just like the T32C DXpedition we suffered the curse of the missing container –
Bob had purchased some Spiderpoles in the UK but his shipping agent failed to get
them to 5B4 in time, so we ended up carrying some from the UK, resulting in some of
the antennas not being as high as originally planned. All antennas were located on
the beach.

Andy - G3AB operating station 1

Don – G3XTT taking it easy at station 2

Operating
Thursday 25th was spent building the stations and erecting the antennas. With
everything finished except the 17/10m dipoles, we got on the air at 15:19z. We split
into two groups of three operators and worked eight-hour shifts. This worked well as
we were staying in a villa about seven miles from the restaurant so, after the
handover, travel, food and a shower, it was possible to get five hours sleep a day.
During the day we tried to operate on the three highest bands that were open,
the arrangement of shared-feed antennas having been selected to allow us to do this.
As the sun set we moved lower in frequency and the MUF stayed sufficiently high so
we typically had three or four bands open throughout the night.
Daily uploads were made to Club Log and LOTW except for the contest files which
were uploaded after the entry deadline. Care needs to be taken when extracting data
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from Club Log as its database contains the QSOs for both this and the previous
DXpedition which used the same callsign
The stations closed down at 11:05z on 31st January, having made a total of 33,538
QSOs, 1,556 of which were in the contest. The log contains 14,081 unique callsigns
and, of the 31,981 non-contest QSOs, 1,435 (4.5%) were dupes. This seems high
considering we were making daily uploads to Club Log and LOTW. Perhaps it was
caused by confusion between our ZC4A callsign and Z60A which was active at the
same time – certainly we were spotted as Z60A several times.
Propagation and Log Analysis
Band

EU

NA

SA

AF

AS

OC

AN

Unknown

Total

10M
12M
15M
17M
20M
30M
40M
60M
80M
160M

0
14
954
4325
3925
3001
5657
420
4103
3102

0
0
0
202
83
255
1599
56
971
458

0
0
33
40
39
76
134
0
44
18

0
0
20
46
28
23
45
10
31
18

0
0
39
529
956
542
877
5
324
294

0
0
49
60
56
24
32
0
8
1

0
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
3
4
0
0
2

0
14
1095
5203
5087
3925
8349
491
5481
3893

Total

25501

3624

384

221

3566

230

3

9

33538

Table 1 - QSOs by Continent and Band

With the Solar Flux Index (SFI) at 70 or below for the whole trip and the
ionosphere somewhat disturbed for the first three days, as one would expect the low
bands carried most of the traffic. QSOs marked with unknown continent are either
/MM or busted callsigns.
As expected, Europe dominated the QSO count on all bands. North America (NA)
and Asia had similar QSO counts, with Africa leading Oceania and South America.
10m and 12m provided just a single opening; perhaps more CQing would have
produced additional QSOs, but QSOs on other bands were a better investment of
time.
No 15m openings occurred to North America and the southerly paths appear to
have been better than the northerly ones. This may be due to shielding of the BigIR
antenna to the north by the restaurant.
17m was the highest band that opened to NA, but the NA QSO count was
disappointing on 20m. However, 40m and 80m produced good paths to NA.
Particularly enjoyable were the 40m long path openings to the west coast and midwest prior to sunset – the problem was getting EU to stand-by!
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This was the first 60m operation from ZC4 and I had the pleasure of the initial
QSOs. I have operated quite a lot on 60m but have never experienced such a pileup
on that band.
Mode

10m

12m

15m

17m

20m

30m

40m

60m

80m

160m

Total

CW
Phone
RTTY
FT8

0
0
0
0

14
0
0
0

866
229
0
0

3207
1872
124
0

3626
1065
396
0

3725
0
200
0

5848
2501
0
0

430
0
0
61

3602
1423
456
0

3722
0
0
171

25040
7090
1176
232

Total

0

14

1095

5203

5087

3925

8349

491

5481

3893

33538

Table 2 - QSOs by Band and Mode

With this group of operators there was always going to be a bias towards CW, but
Neil, supported sometimes by Stavros, put a good number of phone QSOs into the
log.
CQWW 160 CW
The team entered the CQWW 160 as Multi-Op, High Power, Assisted. Bob, Don.
Stavros, Andy and Mike all took turns in the seat.
The contest did not turn out to be quite as I had expected. I had thought that
being located just outside of Europe and worth 10 points, plus being a multiplier to
all EU participants, we would get a continuous stream of callers.
We had a K9AY receive antenna which did provide a useful improvement in
signal-to-noise ratio compared to the T TX antenna, but it generated intermodulation products when the other stations were transmitting. Post-contest
examination shows that this unit has back-to-back diodes across the active loop – a
disaster in a multi-transmitter environment. Consequently, we spent lot of time
listening on the TX antenna and believe we missed quite a few callers. We know we
were being heard by several stations in VK but failed to make any QSOs.
We are not expecting to figure high in the world rankings, but we should get a
certificate for being top entrant from ZC4. Back in 2001, Bob and Steve had entered
using the ZC4A call and scored 855k points from 1,012 QSOs and 76 multipliers,
currently holding the multi-operator record. This operation has provisional numbers
of 1,122k points from 1,464 scoring QSOs and 80 multipliers so will hopefully set a
new record. The dupe count was unreasonably high again at 93 (6%).
Acknowledgments
Team members are grateful to Bob for his hard work in obtaining the licence,
organising the operating site, villa and car hire and to Karen, Bob’s wife, for
provisioning the villa, which included putting several delicious meals in the freezer.
Also, thanks to Tim, M0URX, for providing the QSL service and to everyone for the
QSOs.
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A TRIP TO SE ASIA
DON FIELD G3XTT
Those of you who recall Steve PJ4DX’s occasional column when he lived in Sabah
may remember mention of the SEAnet Convention, held each year in one of the
Southeast Asian countries. It tends to be more of a social event than the sort of hard
core radio conventions that most of us are accustomed to, and the formal
proceedings tend to be that – somewhat formal, perhaps not surprising given that
amateur radio in several SE Asian countries, Thailand for example, has connections to
royalty - the late king of Thailand was licensed as HS1A.
I had always hoped to attend one of these events – I know that a few of our
members have done so over the years – and another of my bucket list items was a
visit to Angkor Wat in Cambodia. So it seemed too good an opportunity to miss,
when this year’s SEAnet Convention was to be held in Siem Reap, the nearest town to
the Angkor temple complex which has some 90 or so temples in all.
The other good news was that the Convention was a week before CQWW CW – I
was pretty sure I could find a suitable team to join somewhere in the region and
experience propagation from yet another part of the world.
I should, at this point apologise to the many PW readers among the CDXC
membership – by the time this appears, you’ll have read at least some of it elsewhere
but I’ve tried to offer a slightly different slant in this article.
SEAnet 2017

Sokhalay Angkor Resort and Spa

My application to attend SEAnet,
organised this time by the Indians
(there being no suitable radio society
in Cambodia) met with a positive
response – although many of the
attendees have been going to these
events for years, they like to see new
faces. I also offered, in response to a
request for suitable items, to present
the ZL7G story and, again, that was
accepted and put into the programme.

Travel proved to be fairly straightforward. I booked to Thailand and back on Qatar
Airways during their January half-price sale. They are currently ranked No. 1
worldwide and having now used them, I concur - excellent and the most legroom I
have experienced in Economy on any airline. What’s more, I could break my journey
in Doha at no extra charge and opted to do so on the return journey, the only snag in
the event being that my checked luggage remined airside on the trip back so I had to
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overnight in Doha with what was in my carry-on - which would have been fine if I had
known before checking in at Bangkok!
One night in Bangkok at a cheap airport hotel – fine but, as with most airport
hotels, in the middle of what was effectively an industrial area, and it was then Air
Asia (the Ryanair of Asia) to Siem Reap, albeit from the “other” (old) Bangkok airport
but there is a free shuttle bus between the two airports if you can show that you
have an onward flight from the other one.
I guess Siem Reap was once a major centre for backpackers on a budget but,
nowadays, boasts a smart, new airport catering for well-heeled tourists on expensive
package tours. The Sokhalay Angkor Resort and Spa, venue for the Convention, was
pretty swanky too but I guess most of the regular SEAnet attendees are middle class
and reasonably well-heeled and enjoy a degree of comfort. Total attendance at this
45th SEAnet was just over 100, including a number of family members. The only other
Brits were Allan Papworth G3WUW (who lived and worked in Asia for many years,
mainly selling and supporting UK manufactured radio kit for military use) and his wife
Rosemary.
The Convention started on the Thursday evening with a Welcome event. Friday
started with a morning of radio-related talks, though nothing particularly technical.
Then we were taken into town in the afternoon in a cavalcade of tuk-tuks! The
evening dinner was by the pool with traditional Cambodian music and dancing. Very
pleasant!
Saturday was a full day of visits to
various temples in the Angkor complex. If
anything, the visits exceeded my
expectations, even after waiting 40 years
from when I first read about the place.
Saturday evening was a more formal
banquet with attendees encouraged to
wear national dress and to perform
something on stage. We had recitations, music, all sorts – with representation from
Japan, China, Malaysia, Thailand, India, Brunei, Indonesia and the like. You can start
to imagine how eclectic this was!
Sunday morning was given over mainly to discussion on such topics as the venues
for the next two years (Indonesia is fixed for 2018 and it looks like West Malaysia for
2019); how to keep SEAnet going (both the on-air net, which is pretty much
moribund these days and the Convention, which really needs more younger
attendees), the SEAnet contest and other SEAnet-related concerns. One issue that
was raised, and with which I had much sympathy, was that the notable omission for
2017 was the lack of a station that attendees could operate – I, and others, would
have loved to have operated from XU. The organisers claimed they had tried but
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failed to get a licence. But to give something of the lie to this, an old friend of CDXC,
Hans DF5UG, had travelled to the Convention by land, via Phnom Penh, visited the
licensing office, and got a callsign literally while en route to Siem Reap! There was
widespread agreement that such an omission shouldn’t happen in future years.
All in all, I was very happy to have attended my first SEAnet Convention. As always
with such events, much of the pleasure is in making new friends and having informal
chats. It was great to learn about the way the hobby is going in a number of countries
in that neck of the woods – the positives and negatives. I was also very pleased
indeed to meet up with Taizo JA3AER, who many will remember from when he lived
and worked in the UK for a number of years, and regularly attended CDXC and RSGB
events.
HS0ZAR
And so to CQWW CW. This fell into place better than I could have imagined. I
enquired of Champ E21EIC, who I first met at WRTC in Brazil in 2006 as a young
participant, sponsored (by YASME) and who is, these days, probably one of the most
active and prolific amateurs in Thailand. In 2017 alone, he was part of the E31A team,
operating several times from Bhutan and turned up from several other locations. He
is also heavily involved in promoting amateur radio in Thailand – organising training
and exams and suchlike.
Champ invited me to join
the HS0ZAR team, which would
be multi-two from Stig LA7JO’s
location about 200 miles from
Bangkok. I had met Stig several
times (at Friedrichshafen,
Visalia, etc) and he seemed
pleased to have me on the
team. But the real icing on the
cake was that, unbeknown to
me, the 2017 team would also
include Andy G3AB, Bob
5B4AGN/G3ZEM, Fred K3ZO
(celebrating his 80th birthday –
The pre-Contest Dinner
the HS0ZAR callsign is actually
Fred’s) and Dietmar DL3DXX en route back from Mellish. Wow! There would also be a
number of up and coming Thai amateurs (as well as Champ himself), plus logistical
support from Tony HS0ZDX/G4UAV, who has lived in Thailand for 42 years and speaks
Thai fluently but isn’t a CW operator, and technical support from Sam SM3DYU.
Someone else I hadn’t met before was John W2YR. It turned out, though, that John
and I had worked a number of times when he was AP/WA2WYR back in 1992. As with
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many others who have worked around the world, in John’s case for the US Foreign
Service, he had some interesting tales to tell!
Various team members met up in Bangkok before the contest, with a pleasant
evening at Hooters (in celebration of years past at Dayton!), before a four-hour
minibus ride to the station.
The contest was tough going, despite an impressive antenna farm and some decent
equipment - four towers, with a 40m quad, big monobanders and a C31XR, plus 80
and 160m dipoles with their centres at 40m or so. But HS is a long way from 3-point
land. You can work JAs all day but at just 1 point a time. On claimed scores we ended
up 35th in the world but 2nd in Asia, which pretty much sums things up. Incidentally,
the main amplifiers were the HF-2013DX from China, essentially the same as the
OM2000 but somewhat cheaper, and only recently approved for sale in Europe. It’s
not a Chinese copy – it actually predated the OM version, I gather. The radios were
venerable FT-2000s. There was also a whole lot of antenna switchery, as you’d
imagine, along with high-power bandpass filters and triplexer (for the C31XR) from
4O3A.
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It was good to work M6T on 10m, given that the high bands were pretty
disappointing. Chairman Chris G3SVL, operating 160m at M6T, tells me, though, that
he called us on and off for over an hour on that band, we didn’t hear him. Although
we had spent much of the Friday before the contest setting up an active lowband
receive array of four short verticals, it never worked as we had hoped and Topband,
overall, was rather a disappointment. Dietmar was especially disappointed, I believe,
because 160m is something of a speciality for him.
Again, as with SEAnet, it was a lot of fun mixing with a bunch of amateurs from
around the world and this group were all contesters to boot! And we enjoyed
chatting with Fred K3ZO, who I have known for many years, and doing our combined
best to make his 80th birthday one to remember.
All in all,a great trip. Stig – LA7JO, welcomes guest operators and with lots of
airlines serving Bangkok, the trip need not be expensive and although we stayed in a
small motel 20 minutes’ walk from the station, the price amounted to just £10 a
night. Local food was pretty cheap too, though it certainly helps if you enjoy Thai. As
for SEAnet, next year’s will be in Indonesia but earlier in the year – October 18 to 21.

THE CMOS STORY
RICHARD MORTIMORE GW4BVJ
I have always been fascinated by the
inventors of the past (or movers and
shakers as I Iike to call them), especially
those in the 'Keyer' field, that have taken
place during my lifetime. Of course it all
started with a certain chip.
Dr Frank Wanlass gained his Bachelor of
Physics in 1957 at University of Utah, the
year I was born. In 1962 he left with a Ph.D.
in Physics and shortly afterwards joined Fairchild Semiconductors. He had to
overcome many technical hurdles, but finally invented the complementary metal–
oxide–semiconductor or CMOS as we know it. His demonstrations showed how
CMOS drew six times less power than the day’s state-of-the-art bipolar circuits. As he
had the idea, basic concept and designed the circuit, he finally received the patent
for CMOS technology in 1967.
At this time Albert H. Medwin was an Electrical Engineer with RCA in Somerville,
New Jersey. He led the engineering group that developed the world's first low power
CMOS chip in 1968. He is also credited with leading the RCA group that introduced
the 4000 series CMOS integrated circuit commercially. In 1971, Medwin left RCA to
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start his own company called Ragen Semiconductor. He was in the race to produce
the world’s first pocket calculator, but that’s for another day.
The story of John G Curtis starts when he was studying for his Extra Class Licence
and thought building something might help him. Having studied digital electronics he
set about designing a keyer circuit. In 1969 he placed an advert in Ham Radio
Magazine, and called it the Curtis EK-38 keyer.
It was so successful he gave up his
day job and started Curtis Electro
Devices Inc. in Mount View, California.
He manufactured the EK-38 Electronic
Keyer on a commercial basis. It was
supposed to be a good keyer but only
had a dit memory. He soon brought out
the EK-39 Keyer, which had a dash
memory as well as weight control.
Shortly after that he produced the EK39M featuring a memory with the first
versions of ROM, called SC ROM.
By now Curtis had a loyal customer
base and in 1971 he produced the EK402 with a 20 character programmable memory. I was just starting out as an SWL and
John was now K6KU. He used some of his contacts from the past to help design his
keyer circuit on an integrated circuit. He had previously worked at Signetics
Corporation, an integrated circuit manufacturer, so the plan came together.
Curtis EK-39 Keyer

He was the first guy to do this and it was called the 8043, and was introduced in
1973. It utilised CMOS technology and featured debouncing circuitry for key paddles,
a clock oscillator, the divider and logic to produce dashes and iambic mode, a
sidetone oscillator, weighting circuitry, and an output stage capable of driving a NPN
keying transistor. I became GW4BVJ at this time.
In 1975 Curtis introduced the 8044 chip. It had two improvements. It did not
require a symmetry adjustment to equalise the length of dots and spaces and it
added a dash memory for true iambic operation, dashes could now be inserted
reliably. This 8044 series really was a comprehensive 'keyer on a chip'.
Next he introduced the 8044M in 1980, the M stood for Meter, which could be
hooked up to show the sending speed. The K5 & K5B keyers followed which used the
8044 & 8044B respectively. They were very popular, and although these were the last
keyers Curtis produced, he continued to manufacture his Curtis CMOS chips.
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They gave countless manufactures
the opportunity to produce their own
keyers. My S.E.M. Iambic Keyer is such
a beast. Introduced in the early 1980's
it featured a Curtis CMOS LSI chip,
'custom designed for iambic keyers' as
S.E.M. used to say in their brochure.
Enter onto the scene two more
excellent guys with keyers on their
mind. In 1981 Jeffrey Russell KC0Q and
Conway 'Bud' Southard N0II designed
the firmware and published their CMOS Super Keyer circuit in QST Magazine.
This Kansas City Keyer was my first
programmable memory keyer and altogether quite
an advanced bit of kit. The whole unit was
designed by Russell & Southard and it was
introduced at the Dayton Hamvention in 1984. It
was then fine-tuned by the Eastern Iowa DX
Association and subsequently built commercially
by Lance Johnson Engineering. Rockwell Collins
was the licensee for the 6502 microprocessor, used
Kansas City KC-1 Keyer
in the KC-1 keyer. I have a suspicion Russell &
Southard worked for Rockwell Collins in Cedar Rapids at this time.
Lance Johnson Engineering later
developed the MR-1 bracket with four
push buttons for the Mercury Key that
interface with the KC-1 allowing selection
of four pre-programmed memory options.
I bought my KC-1 and MR-1 from Lance
Johnson which was owned and run by
Steve Gecewicz K0CS. I used this set-up
many times in contests and at special
event stations. I still have the keyer,
manual and application guide.
All this was happening whilst Curtis was producing a new design. It was the
8044ABM, and released in the spring of 1986. This featured A or B modes and the
speed meter, and was a top of the line keyer chip.
Jerry G0AZH continues the story on his eHam review of the ETM9C-X3 Keyer. "In
1989 Russell & Southard released the Super CMOS II and started an association with
Bob Locher, W9KNI of Idiom Press who built the firmware into the Logikey K-1.
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At the same time Herman Samson DJ2BW
built the firmware into his first ETM-9C. The
Russell & Southard partnership then released the
Super CMOS Keyer III and this resulted in the
Logikey K-3 and the ETM9C-X3." I don’t think my
CW life would be complete without the Samson
keyer.
Around this time microcontrollers came into
being and the sales of Curtis chips dropped off.
Samson ETM-9C
Curtis ceased trading in April 2000. MFJ took over
production of the 8044ABM improving the design and it became the 8045ABM.
It's really good to see that in 1991 Frank Wanlass received the IEEE Solid-State
Circuits Award. He was then inducted into the National Inventors Hall of Fame in
2009 for his invention of CMOS and gaining the US Patent. Rightfully so, his CMOS
technology is employed in most modern
microchips. Sadly he died on 9 September
2010.
In 2008 the Veterans Wireless Operators
Association (VWOA) honoured John Curtis
with the Marconi Memorial Award Plaque for his lifetime efforts of perfecting
electronic circuits to generate Morse Code as exemplified by the development of the
Curtis Keyers.
Albert Medwin is credited with producing the first CMOS integrated circuits, but
no official recognition which is a shame. There's not too much available on Jeffrey
Russell KC0Q and Conway Southard N0II either.
We take it for granted that a modern rig will come with a built-in CMOS keyer
circuit with a choice of A or B keying.
I think we should have a collective tipping of hats to all these guys, we simply
wouldn't be as technologically advanced without Frank Wanless and Albert Medwin.
They really did change the world.
John Curtis K6KU was first at making a dedicated CMOS Keyer and developing it to
the 8044ABM. Likewise Jeffrey Russell KC0Q and Conway Southard N0II took their
firmware to another level with the Super CMOS Keyer III. This allowed the likes of
Bob Locher W9KNI, Herman Samson DJ2BW, Steve Elliott K1EL and many many
others to produce excellent modern memory keyers.
Really all CW aficionados around the world should acknowledge the efforts these
guys made, to make our CW operating the awesome experience it is today.
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KOSOVO – THE DECADE LONG JOURNEY TO DXCC
NIGEL CAWTHORNE G3TXF
Nobody could have missed the recent burst
of activity across the bands by Z60A following
the long-awaited addition of Kosovo to the DXCC
Entities list. Following years of dithering by the
ARRL, it was finally decided to add Kosovo to the
DXCC list following the ARRL Board Meeting in
January 2018.
Feb 2008: Kosovo’s declaration of
independence
Kosovo declared its independence in
February 2008. That was over a decade ago. In
the hope that the February 2008 declaration of
independence would quickly lead to DXCC
recognition for the new country, Martti OH2BH
organised a DXpedition to Pristina, the capital of
Kosovo, to coincide with the 16 February 2008
declaration of independence.
Long-time CW aficionados: Nigel
G3TXF and Tine S50A meet up at Z60A.

The operators on this first operation were
Martti OH2BH, Pertti OH2PM, Juha OH8NC,
Bernie W3UR, Wayne N7NG and Nigel G3TXF. Within days of Kosovo’s February 2008
declaration of independence, several major countries (including importantly the USA)
had recognised Kosovo as an independent state. The callsign of this first Kosovo
operation was YU8/OH2R. The licence had been issued by the Frequency
Management Office at UNMIK (which was the UN presence in Kosovo at the time).
This was all prior to Kosovo subsequently establishing its own telecommunications
regulator (ART).
However after a few days of the YU8/OH2R operation, the ARRL announced that
this Kosovo operation would not count as a separate DXCC. An immediate halt was
then called to the operation. Stations had been set up in two different hotels in
Pristina. One was in the same hotel that was used by the Kosovo government to
make its declaration of independence. The end of this first operation marked the
starting point in what turned out to be a ten-year long struggle to get Kosovo
recognised as a DXCC Entity.
The huge contradiction which overhung Amateur Radio in Kosovo for the past
decade was the fact that, even though the US State Department had immediately
recognised Kosovo as an independent state, the US based ARRL did not recognise
Kosovo for DXCC. The then DXCC rules simply did not provide for the circumstance in
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which a country was both an IARU member (which Kosovo eventually became) and
was also a recognised state by the US government. A strange contradiction indeed.
Clearly there were also other factors at play. In particular that Kosovo was not a
member of the UN. It took several years for Kosovo to obtain its own country landline
dialling code (383). Also there was initially no ITU authorised prefix allocation,
although over time Z6 has become the de-facto prefix for Kosovo.
Meanwhile, significant advances in Amateur Radio were being made in Kosovo
with the establishment of the national society SHRAK, the drawing up of amateur
radio exams and a formal licensing procedure with the telecom regulator ART. The
IARU was continuously helping in the background. Despite the various set-backs
there is now a solid and growing core of Amateur Radio enthusiasts in Kosovo.
CQWW Contest country multiplier
A significant milestone along the road to DXCC recognition was the decision made
by CQ Magazine to recognise Kosovo (Z6) as a country multiplier on the all-important
CQ World Wide contests. This led to there being several major operations from
Kosovo during CQ WW Contests. Similarly the German DARC recognised Kosovo for
both its WAE Contests and for its WAE award programme. During this period there
was the strange anomaly whereby Kosovo was recognised as a “country multiplier”
by the world’s largest contest organiser (CQWW) and by Europe’s largest Amateur
Radio society (DARC) but not by the ARRL.
During the intervening years there have been a number of DXpeditions to Kosovo,
usually coinciding with a major contest, in order to give the Z6 prefix as much of an
airing as possible. For example G3TXF operated the CQ WPX-CW Contest as Z60A in
May 2016.
Sep 2012: Amateur Radio licensing launched
A further important step along the way was in 2012 when Amateur Radio was
officially relaunched in Kosovo by the telecoms regulator (ART). In September 2012
there was the first wave of formal Amateur Radio exams. Following the exams, about
ten new Z6 licences were issued. To coincide with this major development of
Amateur Radio in Kosovo a further small DXpedition was again organised by Martti
OH2BH. This time the visiting operators were Martti OH2BH, Jorma OH2KI, Pekka
OH2TA, Hans PB2T (IARU Region 1 President), Bob MD0CCE and Nigel G3TXF. The
callsign for this September 2012 operation was Z60K.
During the past few years (and particularly since Kosovo joined the IARU) there
was always the hope that the ARRL would finally see the light and recognise Kosovo
as a DXCC entity. The ARRL holds Board Meetings every six months (January and July)
and there was always the expectation (however small) that one of these Board
Meetings would finally make the logical decision that Kosovo should indeed count for
DXCC. This finally happened in January 2018.
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Jan 2018: Z60A active as a new DXCC
In anticipation that there might finally be a positive decision from the ARRL at the
January 2018 Board Meeting, two OHs had already travelled to Kosovo in late
January. The latest Z60A operation started up slowly just a couple of days before the
official start date for Kosovo as DXCC. However once the hoped for DXCC
announcement arrived, a larger scale operation was immediately put into operation
whereby there were two separate stations each manned during a four-week period
by a stream of visiting operators. Again the whole operation was master minded by
Martti OH2BH who over the past decade has contributed a huge amount to the
development of Amateur Radio in the country.
The four week Z60A operation was to culminate on 16 February 2018 (being the
tenth anniversary of Kosovo’s declaration of independence) with a number of local
stations coming on the air for the special occasion. There was also to be a major
entry by Z60A in the ARRL CW Contest. For the first time US operators would be able
to count Kosovo as a “Country Multiplier” in the ARRL-DX-Contest.
The Z60A CW Station

The first of the two stations used for the latest Z60A operation was at the
University in Pristina where a permanent Amateur Radio station has been
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established. The other Z60A station was located in a hotel about 40km out of Pristina.
Prior to my arrival (on the second week of the operation) this out-of-town station
had been used by Jim K9JF, Tine S50A and Franc S51F. During my stay, this was used
exclusively for CW, while the University station in town was on SSB. Both locations
suffered from high local noise levels which made operating difficult at times.
The operation at the CW station during
my stay was in two shifts: one day time shift
(where G3TXF would work mostly on 20m
CW looking particularly for JA in the morning
and USA in the afternoon) and one nighttime shift where Sandro VE7NY worked
through the night on the LF bands. During
my visit HF conditions were not particularly
good and there was hardly anything to be
worked on the higher bands. 20m was
therefore the bread and butter daytime
band.
The continued rarity of Z6 Kosovo for
DXCC ensured that there was a constant
trickle of callers, particularly from JA when
the band opened to the Far East and
similarly from the West Coast, where
because of the continuing poor conditions
the new DXCC of Kosovo was still wanted by
many.

Sandro VE7NY and Feti Z61FF with the
HF beam visible on the roof.

During the evening before I left to return
home, the next team (Dietmar DL3DXX and Paul DL5CW) arrived at the out-of-town
station where I had been operating. They immediately set up a second station and
made over 10,000 CW QSOs during the following week
With over 80,000 QSOs in the log, Z60A will have made a good start in satisfying
the demand for the new DXCC entity. However, there will probably be several more
DXpeditions (both large and small) to Kosovo during the coming months. Visiting
Radio Amateurs can obtain a temporary Z6/home-call licence directly from the
telecoms regulator ART. There is no CEPT licensing in Kosovo yet.
During the recent trip to operate Z60A for a few days, I met Driton Z61DX, Feti
Z61FF and Fehmi Z62FB who are some of the most active local stations. Now that
Kosovo has finally achieved DXCC status, all Z6 operators can expect a regular stream
of callers whenever they come on the air!
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PIRATES OR GHOSTS?
DENNIS ANDREWS, F5VHY
I recently received an E-mail from John – F5VHC (G0CMM) telling me that he had
noiced a string of RBN spots for his call that did not relate to anything in his log. He
assumed a pirate was at work and asked me to alert him if I ever heard him on the
bands.
John included a list of the suspect spots. Looking at the dates and times, it was
immediately obvious to me that they were actually spots for F5VHY – not F5VHC. But
I have never been aware of anyone misreading my call and I have certainly never
seen such a mistaken call on any UBN report. So what was going on?
A bit more delving revealed a possible answer to the problem. In early 2014, I
took delivery of my Kenwood TS-590. For the first few months, I was happy to work
with most of the default factory options. It was not until some time later that I made
a few changes – including adjustment to some of the CW timing settings. Looking at
the supposed “pirate” spots, they all fell in the period before I changed the CW
settings. No further spots until early this year when some more appeared. I realised
that I had to do a “factory reset” last December and had omitted to reset the CW
risetime value.
For the TS-590, the default CW rise time is 6ms. The manual says that this is an
“optimised” value for what is considered an average sending speed of 20wpm.
During the period where no spots had been noticed, I had reduced the rise time to
4ms. It would seem that the longer rise time caused a slight truncation to the
characters sufficient to fool the skimmer software although not sufficient to cause a
“human” misread of the call.
What is an optimum rise time? Too long may make copy difficult; too short may
cause key clicks to adjacent channels. An article by W8JI [1] refers to an ARRL
recommendation that a 5ms rise and fall time is not harmful to readability at
35wpm……when signals are reasonably above the noise floor. This seems to provide
the answer. Almost all of John’s suspect spots were below the 10dB SNR mark.
The question then arose over whether this was a problem peculiar to my specific
setup of computer, microHam, TS-590 and linear, or was it something more
widespread. Some further research using https://www.hamqth.com/ shows that it is
actually very common with lots of spots for G5R (G5W), M6E (M6T), G4BUG
(G4BUO), even G3EXF (G3TXF)!
Is there, perhaps, a case for skimmer software rejecting spots that are below a
specified S/N level?
[1] https://www.w8ji.com/what_causes_clicks.htm
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DX ADDICTION VERSUS SOTA ADDICTION
PHIL CATTERALL, G4OBK
I started chasing DX in 1982 at the age of 29
when I got my ticket. Chatting to G3SXW
and Nigel G3TXF at the RSGB Hamvention at
Birmingham NEC encouraged my initial
interest in DXing. Roger did this by showing
me a handwritten list of DXCC country totals
he had worked - both ops suggested I start
submitting my DXCC in-year scores to John
G3FKM (SK) who then edited the HF page in
Radcom, so I did. Over 30 years I got to the
top of the Honour Roll, all countries worked
SSB, two short (still) on CW (Crozet and North Korea) despite CW being my
predominant mode.
By 2012 I had a DXCC 10 Band Challenge score approaching 2900. I did lots of
contests to boost my DX score and won the RSGB HF Contest Championship five
times. This improved my CW abilities no end, which meant that in 1990 I got a better
job with GCHQ thanks to self taught Ham Radio. I later developed an interest in RTTY
and worked North Korea P5/4L4FN and also on SSB for DXCC. In 2007 I had the
honour of being presented with the prestigious RSGB ROTAB Trophy for prolific and
consistent DX working by John G3LZQ (SK) who I got to know really well in the early
1990s. I rejoined CDXC at FN in 2016, when I met Don G3XTT again and other
members on the stand. This brief history of my DX background leads me on to this
Digest article about Summits On The Air.
We have John Linford G3WGV and Richard Newstead G3CWI to thank for creating
SOTA. These guys are to SOTA what the late Geoff Watts was to IOTA. In 2002 they
came up with the idea of getting amateurs like me to come out of our shacks to climb
hills and mountains carrying our HF and VHF radios into the Great Outdoors. SOTA
activating can be like a short term version of HF or VHF Field Day anytime you like!
Over later years the SOTA Management team increased in size to develop the
programme, so the founders G3WGV (SOTA President) and G3CWI stood back and
allowed the programme to develop worldwide – a great success story for this branch
of ham radio. In early 2018 we have 136 separate SOTA Associations with the list of
countries growing every year. The Associations are not strictly related to DXCC
Countries as the larger countries such as the USA are split into call areas. Amongst
DX countries which have mountains and an amateur to manage their own country’s
SOTA programme, we have 9H, 9V, CT3, CU, CX, E5, EA6, EA8, EA9, FG, FH, FP, FR, GD,
HB0, HL, IS0, KH6, KL7, KP4, LX, OD, OY, TF, TK, VK9, VP8F, ZB2 and ZD(All).
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Around 2009 I started to lose interest in DX - it seemed to happen almost
overnight. I dropped my membership of GMDX, CDXC and the UKSMG. Now I feel
that my interest in DX may be returning (it returned a little with VK0EK in 2016) but
what caused it to wane in 2009? My interest in contesting had run its course and
DXCC Challenge ATNOs were becoming scarce. The DQRM being caused to
DXpeditions was getting on my nerves, so my overall interest in the hobby was in
serious decline and I was spending less and less time in the shack. I had a very
effective DX station up until moving house in late 2016 – not so now as I have gone
down to an FTDX5000, no linear and wire aerials. I sold about £6000 of gear in a
matter of a month in 2016 prior to the house move. In 2009 I had an Acom 2000A,
FT-2000D and more importantly, a large garden housing two towers for VHF and HF
with an Optibeam OB11/5 and an OB1-40/30 above it and good VHF aerials. Working
DX was - as I repeat a recently read comment in the Digest, “Like shooting fish in a
Barrel”. However I had overfished the barrel for a number of years and few fish were
being caught.
I had started working Summits on the Air (SOTA) in 2005 and it was light touch at
first. Accompanied by my XYL on a trip north, we took to the Scottish Borders SOTA
listed hills and in Fife with an FT-817, fishing pole, HF Dipole and 3 element 2m beam,
where I found that I was popular handing out QSOs to the SOTA Chaser fraternity. It
was instant “DX like short lived pile up gratification” on HF CW and on 2 metres! After
a little activating and with my interest in DX waning, I found that SOTA Chasing from
the shack was becoming addictive and provided me with an alternative to DXing.
I am not the only DXer to be affected in this way, although some have not
become as addicted to SOTA Chasing as I have. As an example, in the UK we have
well known DXers Gavin GM0GAV and Robbie GM3YTS activating summits and there
are several other active DXers doing it. Looking to Europe we have Kurt HB9AFI (ex
3B7RF, VK0IR etc) and Alain F6ENO (ex 9U4M, TJ9PF) who are prolific SOTA Activators
and there are many others all over the world now. Many of the SOTA DXers are CW
specialists. I can recognise Kurt HB9AFI in a SOTA QSO immediately by his
characteristic style – he starts to come back to me before I have finished sending my
callsign! What a brilliant CW operator, as are the others mentioned, thanks to their
experience as DXers. CW is very big in SOTA with over 3,000 SOTA CW Chasers
claiming points. The top CW Chaser is Mike DJ5AV with 31,400 SOTA Qs logged since
Feb 2007! Mike is also a SOTA Completer (see below) but I am well ahead of him in
that category as he does not activate that much. As with DX work it is the operators
who spend most of their free time at the radios. There are two sides to SOTA and I
take part in both. The DXers and former DXers doing SOTA seem to be more inclined
to become ACTIVATORS. These are the guys that climb the hills and give out Qs and
Points. The claiming of Qs provides data for league scoring tables on a database [1].
The database is accessible via ones personal account from the SOTA Website [2].
This provides a degree of competition and interest to the programme for the
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Activators and Chasers alike who are scored separately. Everyone can see at a glance
what everyone else is up to – the system is transparent for cross checking – all logs
can be scrutinised by everyone unlike LoTW. CHASERS are the guys who sit in their
shacks listening out or watching the SOTAWATCH [3] with a side panel Forum for
discussion / chat. The SOTA Cluster [4] can also be monitored via telnet in the same
way DX Cluster is. SOTA Cluster is filtered to produce only SOTA spots. Andy
MM0FMF runs our cluster and he also manages the SOTA Database manager and is a
dedicated SOTA Activator.
By working activators the chasers increase their points score in whatever category
interests them, uniques maybe or overall points in year, or all time, within country or
worldwide. They can then claim certificates and awards should they wish to but many
simply enjoy viewing their progress in the tables within the transparent and secure
online SOTA database. This article concentrates on SOTA CHASING which has
captured the interest of 1,000s of amateurs, including many DXers worldwide. For
the ham who chases and activates we have SOTA COMPLETE where guys like me
work the op on the hill as a CHASER and then I go there myself and set my station up
as an ACTIVATOR to make at least four QSOs which then qualifies the summit for me
as COMPLETE. I’ve actually completed 597 summits this way. I’ll write more about
the activating side of SOTA in Part 2.
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In SOTA, QSL cards are not required, although many do send them out via the
bureau. Most activators are operating QRP, so occasionally I may get a direct QSL
request from an activator, say in mid or west USA, who feels that an across the pond
QRP SOTA QSO warrants a direct QSL. I reckon some DXers are turning to SOTA
because they already have an interest, or they develop an interest in geography,
similar to the interest one gets doing IOTA. We can research the summits through the
aids available via the SOTA Summits Website, which includes an excellent set of
online mapping tools independently provided free of charge by Rob DM1CM [5]. In
fact, the whole SOTA Programme is free of charge at the point of use. Donations can
be made of course and SOTA merchandise is sold. The Award Programme run by
GM4TOE also raises funds to keep the programme viable.
So what do I do as a SOTA Chaser in the shack? Well I rarely sit there all day, I
tend to come and go - a scan at the SOTAWATCH screen from time to time means I
try to work any station I can hear – weekend chasing in Europe can be busy and at
times for brief periods it can feel like you are in S&P Contest mode. After cleaning up
the spots I then go back to whatever I was doing. The receiver generally sits on 7032
KHz on a 2 KHz bandwidth with the speaker on as I go about my business. This is the
prime mover freq for SOTA CW in Europe Whilst most ops use QRP - with the FT817
or KX2 being the most popular rigs, we tend to keep 7030 KHz clear. Most activators
alert their activity to SOTAWATCH in advance and in real time using one of several
apps available. Or if using CW, they rely on the RBN or an observant listener to spot
them. There are SOTA stations to work any day. Living in northern EU the main
activity takes place in daylight hours. So after years as a top band DXer getting up
through the night from time to time, now I get a full night sleep. The HF activity
generally starts around 0700 peaking from 1000 until 1500 (0600 - 1800 in summer).
That is for hams like me with wire aerials and with the lousy HF propagation we are
currently getting. When I had a beam antenna up to late 2016 at my last QTH, it was
possible to work the USA and VE QRP SOTA activators well into the evening. The
main HF bands for SOTA are 60m, 40m, 30m and 20m. 2m is also still well used for
SOTA. You can also listen for activity around 7118 KHz, 10118 KHz, 14062 KHz, 14285
kHz. Unlike WAB we do not have nets as such. I am within 50 miles of the Pennine
Hills and pick up lots of QSOs on 2m FM within 100 or so miles and on 2m SSB up to
around 300 miles distant, using a 7+7 Wimo cross yagi aerial on my roof. There are a
few operators who make data QSOs from hill to shacks, for example this has been
PSK31 mostly. A few have tried FT8, but the mode hasn’t caught on just yet in SOTA
to any extent.
In a future Digest I will write in Part 2 about my life as a SOTA Activator that has
taken me on adventures to lots of places in Europe with my radio over the past 10
years. Who knows - it may encourage some CDXC DXers to give SOTA a try – it’s a
great way to get out of the shack and enjoy some fresh air and a clear frequency
without VDSL, LED lighting and solar panel interference.
[1] http://www.sotadata.org.uk/
[2] http://www.sota.org.uk/
[3] http://www.sotawatch.org/spots.php
[4] SOTA Cluster Remote Host: elgur.dtdns.net (Port 7300)
[5] https://www.sotamaps.org/
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SURFING THE GREY AND DARK LINES' - THE ART
OF LOW AND HIGH HF BAND DXING - PART 2
STEVE IRELAND, VK6VZ
[Steve’s article first appeared in FOCUS – the journal of FOC – The First Class CW
Operators’ Club. Part 1 appeared in the November 2017 CDXC Digest]
There are a couple of important things you need
to know if you are to surf the grey and dark lines in
the manner that I described in the first part of this
article ‒ sunrise and sunset times for as many
countries and their major cities as possible and for
your own location, along with where the grey line
falls at all times.
Tools of the Trade
One of the first things any radio amateur who is serious about working any kind of
DX should get hold of is a table of the sunrise and sunset times for their location
throughout the year. Back when I first wrote about this subject when the use of
computers by radio amateurs was relatively in its infancy, unless you lived near a
major city which had an astronomical observatory, getting hold of a table of this kind
was very difficult.
However, times change and thanks to the United States Naval Observatory, if you
know your latitude or longitude (in degrees and minutes) wherever you are in the
world you can get visit their website and print out a table of your sunset and sunset
times for the calendar year. [1]
However as sunset/sunrise times effectively do not vary from year-to-year, a list
for one particular year will last for the foreseeable future ‒ or until the list falls to bits
from too much use. My set of tables came from the nearby Perth Observatory and
dates back to 1995!
As I have already indicated in the description of grey and dark line propagation in
the first part of this article, knowing the sunrise/sunset times of other
countries/states/places you wish to contact is equally vital as knowing your own.
John Devoldere ON4UN [2] has pointed out in his Low-Band DXing book that as a
‘rule of thumb’ there are two propagation peaks for all east to west, west to east,
north-east to south-west and north-west to south-east paths. For example, if I were
wishing to contact a station in the US in Dallas, Texas as sunset approaches in my
Glen Forrest location, the first peak would occur around my sunset (at the western
end of the path), while the second would occur around sunrise for the station in
Dallas (at the eastern end of the path).
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When it comes to this, ON4UN sold for many years, for a very modest US$10, a
set of Sunrise/Sunset tables for the various countries that make up the DXCC listing.
These tables, in a convenient A5-sized book form give approximate sunrise/sunset
times for each country at the beginning, middle and end of each month. I recently
contacted John to see if the tables were still available, but he replied unfortunately
they had sold out. Perhaps if one of your friends has the ON4N tables, you could
make a photocopy or you could perhaps find one second-hand on eBay, QTH.com or
eHam classifieds. They are really worth seeking out.
To give you a practical example of how useful table of this kind are, there is a
huge variation in sunset times from the eastern part of the Caribbean to the western
part ‒ an area of the world that is extremely hard to work from Western Australia on
160m and 80m under grey line conditions. You really need to know exactly when the
local sunrise times are ‒ an easy task with sunset/sunrise tables.
Unfortunately, there is no online or printed equivalent of John’s table. But
thankfully there a couple of very useful programs to help you with sunrise and sunset
times. The first of these is Sheldon Shallon W6EL’s W6ELProp [3]. You set up the
program with your home latitude/longitude (Terminal A) and then select ‘On screen
prediction’ from the Prediction menu. Next, using the program’s internal atlas, select
the country name/prefix (Terminal B) and enter the date for the country/prefix which
you wish to know the sunrise and sunset times. The sunrise and sunset times are
usually for the capital/major city of the country/prefix you have selected, but still
provide a rough guide for sunrise/sunset times outside of the capital.
While the last version of W6ELProp was written back in 2002, it is still a great
program and runs well under Windows 7.
Another excellent program is DX Atlas [4] written by Alex Shovkoplyas VE3NEA
which can give you the sunrise and sunset times for any spot on the planet one day at
a time and shows you the grey line in real-time ‒ more of this in the next section.
Seeing the grey line
With sets of both local and DX sunrise/sunset tables, you are nearly ready to surf
the grey line. However, there is another almost equally useful tool that is required something that actually shows the grey line and those areas of the world that are in
darkness and those areas that are in daylight - at any time of the day, at any month
of the year.
This tool can either be in the form of a software program such as DX Atlas, or an
old-school slide rule device such as the Xantek DX Edge [5]. The latter went out of
production in 2001 but second-hand copies turn up on eBay or at ham fests from
time to time. My DX Edge cost US $19.95 back in 1984 and I still rate it as one of the
most useful pieces of radio-related equipment I own.
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Basically, the DX Edge is made up of a map of the world that is printed twice on a
long, narrow piece of plastic. Over the top of the map case go one of twelve clear
plastic slides ‒ one for each month of the year ‒ which show the grey line and the
areas of light and darkness around the middle of each month with a 24-hour time
scale at the top of each.
The clear plastic slides fit into two grooves in the DX Edge map case, one at the
top of the case and one at the bottom. The areas of the world in daylight are shown
by the unshaded area of the slide, while those in darkness are shown by the shaded
area. The dark (red) curved line that separates the shaded and unshaded areas is the
grey line or terminator.
Using the DX Edge, you can see at roughly what local time the sun rises and sets
both at your location and any one in the world.
Note that the DX Edge's accuracy (+/- 15 minutes) is fine for 3.5MHz and above,
but has its limitations for 1.8MHz working, when a sunrise/sunset opening may only
last a couple of minutes. If you get interested in 1.8MHz working, the DX Edge
definitely needs to be supplemented with something that gives more accurate
sunrise/sunset times.
Using the Tools
True grey line openings on the low HF bands (i.e. 1.8, 3.5 and 7.0 MHz) can be
easily found using the DX Edge or similar software programs, by looking for DX
stations that are going through sunset as you going through your sunrise. If your
main interest is the high HF bands of 14, 18, 21, 24 and 28MHz, at the same time as
there is a grey line opening on the low HF bands to a particular DX location, you can
often also find a long path opening on the high HF bands to the same place ‒ thanks
to my great friend Mike VK6HD SK for sharing this insight with me.
I have found these long path openings that occur on the HF bands at grey line
times to be very useful in contests, as not every contester is aware that they occur.
Let us stick with the HF bands for a moment. Imagine it is just about sunrise on
November morning in Western Australia and I want to know where I am likely to get
a contact on the 28MHz band (which is predominantly a daylight band).
If I look at the DX Edge or a similar product, I can see the whole of the Pacific is in
daylight, as is most of North America, including Alaska. If conditions (and sunspot
levels) are good, contact should be possible with these areas.
However, perhaps the most interesting HF propagation phenomenon for me
occurs during November when the grey line is running from Western Australia
eastwards and eventually passes through the middle of Brazil. This means that in the
upper half of a solar cycle a ‘long path’ QSO with Brazil should be possible on the
upper HF bands, or a QSO possible on the lower HF bands along the grey line itself.
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Using the DX Edge and some good radio propagation, some years back I worked
my friend Egon PY2BW in Sao Paulo, Brazil, on all bands from 7 to 28MHz when my
sunrise and his sunset coincided. We used the conditions to give us a true grey line
QSO on 7MHz (with signals peaking 579) and long path QSOs on 14, 21 and 28MHz.
On 14MHz, signals peaked at a comfortable S9!
Brazil is the wrong side of Antarctica from VK6 and thus generally very difficult to
contact on the short path.
Let's take another case of how we can use grey line/sunrise/sunset times. What if
we are an eastern seaboard North American low band operator looking for a QSO
with a rare south-east Asian country, say Mongolia (JT), during November?
The obvious time to look for a QSO is in the period around local sunset, but
another potentially good time would be at local sunrise in JT. It is easy to work these
times out using sunrise/sunset tables or W6ELProp.
In the past, I have found this opportunity for two shots a day at a DXpedition on
the low HF bands, rather than one, can make all the difference in actually working
them.
Note that in the example above of the W1/W2 to JT path on the low bands, there
are likely to be signal peaks at W1/W2 sunset and JT sunrise, but there may also be a
peak at the midway point between these two 'limits'. I find that this scenario
sometimes occurs when working European/North African stations on 1.8/3.5/7MHz ‒
i.e. a peak occurs midway between their sunset and VK6 sunrise times.
So far, we have looked at using grey line times to work long path HF openings,
true grey line paths on the low bands (i.e. when it is sunset at one end of a path and
sunset at the other) and dark line conditions (when it is sunset at one end/darkness
at the other, or sunrise at one end and darkness at the other) which occur on both
low and high HF bands.
There is one final and really testing type of grey line opening that I haven't
described ‒ long path openings on the low HF bands, in particular on
1.8MHz/3.5MHz. These are perhaps my favourite type of radio propagation to surf,
particularly on 1.8MHz, because they occur during a very short time of the year and
are the toughest surf to ride as they usually last only a maximum of a couple of
minutes.
Long path openings on the low bands take place when sunrise at one end of the
path happens shortly after sunset at the other, or when sunset at one end of the path
happens shortly before sunrise at the other. On 7MHz they are relatively common,
on 3.5MHz much less so and on 1.8MHz pretty unusual.
During the last 20+ years, I have had perhaps a dozen long path contacts on
1.8MHz with the USA. These only happen during November, December, January and
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February and are a terrific buzz. My farthest 1.8MHz long path QSO was to Sudbury,
Massachusetts to Jim Dionne, K1MEM (SK), former manager of the CQ WAZ program.
Note that Jim and I were both only using simple antennas for this QSO in
November 1997 ‒ no four-square arrays or big verticals with loads of radials! Jim had
an inverted-vee dipole at 58', while I had an inverted-U dipole at 50'.
Conclusions
If you are feeling a bit jaded about radio and don't find it challenging any more, go
surf the grey and dark lines. Those radio amateurs who have come into the hobby
via computing, VHF and packet radio may like to try something that will both test
their brain and be a real blast.
Enough of this writing. I’m off to bed for an early night to get ready for a dawn
ride on 1.8MHz. I wonder where the surf will take me tomorrow. Woooohoooo!
References
[1] USNO Sun or Moon Rise/Set Table for One Year (see
http://aa.usno.navy.mil/data/docs/RS_OneYear.php)
[2] John’s email address is: john@ON4UN.be
[3] W6ELProp can be downloaded free from http://brucerichards.com/army/w6elprop.htm
[4] DX Atlas can be downloaded from http://www.dxatlas.com/Register.asp and costs US29.95 to register.

POINTS OF VIEW
FT8 - NEW-STYLE DXING - ROGER WESTERN, G3SXW
Licensed in the early 1960s I have been an avid DX chaser for going on 60 years.
Over these decades we have welcomed many new technological advancements - rigs,
keyers, tuners, logging programs, DX Clusters and RBN, automated CW etc. I gladly
absorbed these innovations but only when they helped me to be a better operator. I
experimented with a TNC but found that AMTOR, RTTY etc were not for me. These
modes called for computing but less for operating skills, not my bag!
For me, operating skill is the highest priority. But nowadays I witness a new
development which is fundamentally changing our world - the era of the computer
being in charge where an operator is no longer needed.
Transmitting RF
Of course, amateur radio DXing requires that we transmit RF - a station and an
antenna. This scenario is fast being eroded by us remotely operating a station in
another location - but let’s leave this topic for another day. Until now there was
always the requirement for an operator but with some digital modes this seems no
longer to be the case. That’s the nub of this mini-article.
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The ubiquitous computer nowadays impacts our lives at every level, so it is no
surprise that it also impacts our beloved amateur radio, in particular DXing. In many
ways this invasion is most welcome but at what point do computers take over and
change our lives fundamentally, our core activity?
This might be the point, may I suggest, when the operator is no longer a part of
the equation. This is the point where the operator becomes no more than a stationmanager, responsible for maintaining his station and antennas but who then retreats
to the lounge for coffee and lets his computer make the contacts for him.
Early RTTY and EME
Two anecdotes. Many years ago in West Africa I witnessed two somewhat
disturbing events. The first was just before the start of CQWWCW contest when one
of our team was operating on 20 metres with his feet propped up on the operatingdesk reading a book. Every minute or so he would press a button on his computer
keyboard. I asked him what he was doing. He said: “I’m running a RTTY pile-up of
Europeans”.
Then later I watched an EME contact where there was no signal to be heard, just a
faint line on a computer screen. Our Arizonian pals “worked” over 100 stations in 48
hours and were thrilled at their success.
Now, please don’t get me wrong. We are not at all decrying new technologies
here. But I was somewhat taken aback at this new sub-hobby which seemed to
require no (or very much reduced) operator skill. The operator was becoming the
computer. The real operator was becoming the station-manager.
FT8
Let’s fast-track forward to 2018, to the new phenomenon known as FT8. It is
lighting up the world. Very fine. It is exciting lots of “DXers”. All good. Or is it all
good?
What it is doing, may I suggest, is to develop a whole new sub-hobby, one where
the operator is redundant.
So now we have the collision of two worlds - DXing and computers. A new subhobby is to be welcomed - after all, amateur radio is full of them – and the more the
merrier. We each adopt the ones which appeal to us. I am not at all suggesting here
that FT8 and similar digital modes are bad for the hobby - far from it - but rather
investigating why they do not have universal appeal.
Inaudible
A recent article by Steve, VK6VZ suggests that if we cannot hear the signal audibly
then it is no longer amateur radio, or in his words ‘old school radio’. I totally concur.
The reason that I agree is the same as I am suggesting about digital modes - that a
fundamental aspect of using a radio is to be able to operate it.
My particular radio skill, experience and dare I say accomplishments are founded
on operating ability, not just on station-management. To ‘operate’ in my book
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requires that we can hear the signal and that we make the contact ourselves, not
abrogating the function of operating to a machine.
Also, I have to confess I am a bit of a control-freak. I really prefer to be ‘in charge’,
knowing exactly what is going on at all times and able at least to some extent to exert
influence. I will also admit that in my dotage I am becoming less willing to embrace
change especially where technology is concerned.
A Final Word
I have no world-shattering conclusions nor do I wish to influence opinion. But it
does seem sensible to observe unfolding changes to our wonderful hobby in case
there are down-sides into which we are sleep-walking.
A negative to FT8 that I can think of is that its popularity may be depleting usage
of the mainstream modes, CW and SSB. Let’s be honest, the bands are empty enough
except during contests and DXpeditions, so mass migration to the digital frequencies
is unwelcome in this regard. After all we each can only allocate a limited amount of
our leisure time to the hobby.
Digital modes are one of our fastest-growing sub-hobbies, marvellous. But to me
it is a sub-hobby, not mainstream. This particular sub-hobby is fundamentally
changing our behaviour, particularly the way we ‘operate’. It’s almost becoming a
separate hobby, but which still involves RF. Is it a fad, merely a novelty? We shall see.
However, I am a libertarian and believe in live & let live, free will, each to his own
etc. I have no desire to limit use of these new modes as it seems to be adding fun for
those who adopt them. So just go fill your boots chaps. But it’s not for me.
[This article will also appear in FOCUS – the Journal of FOC – the First Class CW
Operators’ Club]

FT8 - A NEW USER'S EXPERIENCE - DAVID GOULD G3UEG
This is an updated version of my recent post to the CDXC reflector. I decided to
try FT8 out of interest, and thinking it would be feasible with barefoot power and a
modest antenna. At the time of writing, I have been using FT8 for just under three
weeks, and it has been my first foray into the digi modes. My personal experience
has been very different from some of the comments that I have read about FT8. So
here are my views, including some very positive points about FT8.
One of the great attractions of Amateur Radio is that it has many facets appealing
to different people, whether it is operating or constructing, or the use of different
frequencies or modes. Technology has recently given us a whole raft of new modes
and capabilities. To my mind this is progress and part of the self training aspect of
Amateur Radio. If FT8 does not appeal to you, that's fine, you don't have to use it. It
might be useful to explain more about how FT8 works, and describe some of its
distinct benefits
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Whereas other modes can be conversational, FT8 is never going to be. Over the
last few years I have found that fewer and fewer of my SSB QSOs have developed
beyond the rubber stamp format. So if you want to have conversational QSOs, FT8 is
definitely not a suitable mode.
FT8 has been described by some as being totally automatic and not needing an
operator. I have not yet discovered a way to achieve this. Others have said that it is
highly automated, and leaves little for the operator to do. FT8 can be highly
automated, but does not have to be. You can adapt your way of operating depending
on the circumstances and personal choice. If you are an in-demand station running a
pile-up, a highly automated method of operating might be appropriate, but does not
have to be done this way.The operator can choose. If you are trying to work a pile-up
or just operating search & pounce, then the operator's tasks increase, either
modestly or substantially, depending on operator preference and the desire to
achieve.
Perhaps this misconception about automation has come about because other
modes start off being more hands on, but then people look for ways to automate
some of the functions. On the other hand FT8 has started with automatic features
available, which you can disable if/when you want to. I came into FT8 as a digi novice,
and read enough to get me started. After a few QSOs and being an analytical person,
I began to think about the process and immediately started to develop ways to
optimise my operating procedures.
Another comment is that you can't hear the station you are working. This is true,
but if you abstract that up to sensing the station you are working, there is much to be
gained from the waterfall display. So as well as reading the decodes, you can see
where the station is, how busy that frequency is, and importantly, you can also see
what is going on around the frequency to help you decide where to put your TX
signal. Many operators of other modes now opt to use a spectrum scope (and
possibly a waterfall) to assist their operation. It is a core part of FT8.
With conventional modes, if a DX station is working split, you as an operator listen
to (and optionally view) the calling pile-up to try and determine where best to put
your signal. With FT8 you start with viewing the waterfall and the RX frequency
decodes. If you wish, you can additionally use the information from the decodes of
the overall band activity to gain further information. A key difference with FT8 is that
you are doing more with your eyes rather than using your ears. With conventional
modes, sometimes you can hear both sides of a QSO, sometimes you can't. Similarly
for FT8, sometimes you can see both sides of a QSO, sometimes you can't. In this
latter situation more operator decisions have to be made.
If you are calling CQ with FT8, and you get multiple callers, you can decide which
one you respond to. Yes, there is an option to tell FT8 to respond to the first one it
decodes but you don't have to use that option. You as the operator might choose the
weakest or most desirable caller. For run-of-the-mill QSOs there is a more or less
standard set of exchange messages. However, these can be changed to a more
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streamlined set when either side wants to increase the run rate. With conventional
modes, the norm (unless you are a running station in high demand) is to work
simplex. With FT8, you can choose whether to respond to a CQ in simplex or split for
every QSO. There are pros and cons for each choice and strategy comes into play. It is
a different way of working and you have to learn to read the situation and make your
own decisions.
I can think of six benefits of FT8, the first two because FT8 can decode signals
down to a SNR of about -24db.
1) It can be used successfully by those who have modest antennas and run
barefoot.
2) With many people living in an environment with high noise levels, FT8 can be
more effective than some other modes.
3) You can operate quietly without disturbing the household.
4) The narrow bandwidth and time-slicing of the signals allows many people to
communicate in just a small part of the band.
5) It has a feature to stop you causing QRM to an existing in-progress QSO.
6) Finally, FT8 is suitable for those who might be hard of hearing, or even
completely deaf.
The recent usage statistics from Clublog have shown the rapid rise in the
popularity and use of FT8 and the change in the balance of activity between the
different modes. That in itself says something. It would be interesting if the statistics
from Clublog could give an indication whether FT8 has actually increased the overall
activity on the bands.
In summary, FT8 is not completely automatic and does need an operator and the
actions to be taken by the operator can vary depending on whether you want an easy
ride or you want to work at improving your technique and get more QSOs and
perhaps DXCCs. FT8 has much to offer if you want to accept that offer. There is a
whole new skill set to develop. In just under three weeks on 40m with 100w and a
modest antenna, I have decoded 92 DXCCs and worked 66 of them, including NA, SA,
Asia, Australia and New Zealand. I personally find FT8 an interesting challenge, and
have learnt a lot, and am still learning. I am even tempted to try RTTY.
If anyone is contemplating giving FT8 a try, the one thing I would recommend, is
to read Gary, ZL2iFB's, FT8 Tips document. [1] It is a mine of useful information. As
an added bonus, once set up for FT8, it is a very simple next step to run WSPR,
(another part of the WSJT-X suite), which is a very useful tool to understand the reallife performance characteristics of your antenna(s).
[1] http://www.g4ifb.com/FT8_Hinson_tips_for_HF_DXers.pdf
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CLUB LOG CORNER

CLUB LOG HARDWARE REFRESH 2018
MICHAEL WELLS, G7VJR
As Club Log moves close to half-a-billion QSOs
on record, one of my challenges is to maintain a
high standard of performance and reliability for
our users. We have over 50,000 users, and on any
average day, there are 200 people logged in
simultaneously, day and night (thanks to the
international nature of DXing). During expeditions
or busy periods like contests, Club Log serves over
3,000 simultaneous users and peaks at over 100
log searches per second sometimes. Users might be doing anything from checking if
they're in the log to studying their personal DXCC statistics or ordering cards via
OQRS. The popularity of the OQRS system is phenomenal and, of course, requires
extra-special care for the data and backups since money changes hands. In any
average month, the database deals with 4 billion queries and I replicate and store
every single change in a very precious and important copy (or two). My aim is never,
ever to lose a QSO. So far, touch wood, so good!
The last major hardware refresh for Club Log was a few years back now. Back
around 2014, I bought a high-end Intel server, with 128GB of RAM and the fastest
CPUs of that generation (Intel E5-2690). It has a very fancy storage platform called
NVMe. That's just about enough for Club Log, but only just. I was able to put together
quite a few little tricks and tools in software, too. Those make the service noticeably
quicker and more reliable than it might otherwise be. It's been a huge success, and
along the way many more users (and many more features) have been added. But
little by little the headroom has been used up.
Late in 2017 I worked out a plan to be able to significantly upgrade the equipment
this year. The solution is that I will be extracting the server from its data centre (near
Milton Keynes) and upgrading it with triple the memory, double the CPU and a new
high-end storage system (called "Optane", a new 3D NAND technology invented
recently). This new storage is the key. It gives exceptionally high-speed, low-latency
performance, although it costs a pretty penny per gigabyte. Nevertheless, it's exactly
the tool for this job. This will be the basis for Club Log's hosting until around 2021, at
which point the entire system will be retired and replaced again but with completely
new equipment. The current server will be passed to a charity at that point. This is
broadly the same renewal cycle I use for my professional work and it avoids waiting
for things to break down (a big plus!).
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With a plan like this to update a server, there is an issue is providing continuous
service. The work to do the upgrade will take me three or four days as I am doing a
major reinstall of the Linux OS as part of my plan. That's too long to simply turn off
such a critical web site for our community. On the other hand, the server is far too
expensive to keep a spare (probably in the region of £10,000). So, instead, I am
making use of the Google Cloud service, where I can temporarily rent an equivalent
computer facility in a data centre in Belgium. This costs around £1,000 per month
instead, which is expensive, but gives me the necessary time to do the work I need to
get the system updated.
Work is already underway. On 13 February, I switched Club Log over to Google
and (fingers crossed!) you will have noticed a bit of downtime, followed by service as
normal. The Google platform is in Belgium, and I am also running a replica of it in
their Frankfurt facility so that I have some comfort about the system being resilient
(as it's a lesser server, it "only" costs £300 per month). I also take a backup of some
300GB of data every day to my own storage systems here in Cambridge, so that
whatever calamity Google might suffer, I can still get the data back - after a bit of
work.
Next week, I've scheduled a trip to Milton Keynes to get the server out. The next
step after that is the rebuild, which I will squeeze into the next few weeks of February
and March. When the new system has been soak tested (also known at torturing it
with extreme loads for a few days!) I will take it back to Milton Keynes, and migrate
back off the Google server. You will probably notice a significant boost in
performance when that happens. On the assumption that it checks out 100%, I will
close the Google system and be back to the more reasonable
power/bandwidth/cooling costs of running Club Log in Milton Keynes.
Well, that's the plan. I'm half-way through! A special thank you to Alan and the
team - Marios, Jim and Joe - for taking care of the support and general upkeep of our
day-to-day operations while I've been preoccupied with this.
I would like to express my deep gratitude to members of CDXC for their support,
and for the donation that the club has made each year in recent years. I don't count
on this backing but it makes such a difference. A project like this migration is a big
piece of work to tackle. But can you imagine doing it on a shoestring budget as well?
Thankfully, the support Club Log receives has solved that problem. Now, back to the
database wrangling, and I'll keep you posted.
Proportion of modes used on the air – 2017 update
Every few years, I’ve posted a chart of which modes are being used on the air
(based on what is uploaded to Club Log). This report isn’t lightweight to calculate, so I
don’t have it as a standard feature in Club Log for you to access. But I’m just as
interested in the results as everyone else. 2017 was, of course, the year when digital
modes changed forever with the advent of FT8. It is a remarkable technical
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achievement which has breathed life and enthusiasm into DXing for a whole new
audience. See what you think about the side-effects.
Modes used during 2017 – and the arrival of FT8

Club Log graph showing modes used by radio amateurs in 2017, and the emergence of
the FT8 digital mode

QRP FOCUS
DAVE SERGEANT, G3YMC

DX and All That
Hopefully as spring approaches the bands will open somewhat
better for DX as it is has been pretty quiet of late. There are
occasional days with a sprinkling of things to work but conditions
continue to be pretty average. I have yet to have had any QSOs
whatsoever on 15m this year which is unusual but probably order of
the day with the current stage of the sunspot cycle. And although the focus at the
moment is obviously on FT8, there are signs that the novelty is wearing off and
activity at the CW ends of the bands is coming back.
Bouvet has been and not happened, which obviously is a big disappointment to
many and a clear indication on how difficult it is to put these out of the way places on
the air. Whether I would have worked them is of course an unknown. Kosovo
generated a lot of activity and although it was hard to break the monster pileups on
QRP, it was a relatively easy one. ZC4A likewise generated huge pileups, being
relatively rare these days but I was glad to get a couple of slots in the log.
Let’s hope for something better in the months to come.
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Contests
After the excitement of CQWW it has been a fairly quiet period for contests at
G3YMC. The only one of note is CQ160. As you know this QTH is the worst possible
for this band and the compromise antenna I have been using for the last couple of
years, in effect a 30ft top loaded vertical right by the house, is mediocre at best. I
struggle to work anything outside Europe but did at least manage a scratchy QSO
with VY2ZM this year. I have possible ideas for improving things maybe for the next
season but realistically nothing will produce a decent signal on Top Band from this
QTH.
BERU will be happening around the time you read this column. It would be nice to
think this is an opportunity to grab a few of the rarer Commonwealth countries but
unless conditions perk up a lot it will be the usual bunch of VE stations and one or
two 9H and ZB - always a hard nut to crack when operating from the UK when
everything is DX.
Why QRP?
After the article in the last Digest by Roger G3SXW I received the following
comments from Ian G3KZR:
I thoroughly endorse Roger’s, G3SXW, comments in the latest Digest: It can be
really amazing what one can work given careful selection of band conditions and a
fair bit of ring craft in pile ups. Over the years I have played with QRP DXing, starting
with a quarter watt with new-fangled transistors way back in the 1950’s. I did
manage a DJ station using a Zepp on 40m!
About 1990 I became more serious about pushing the limits of 1 watt QRP and
have dabbled ever since, while primarily chasing slots and new ones with QRO on CW
and RTTY.
I have 174 DXCC worked and 166 confirmed, all with 1 watt out and, like Roger, I
have some great moments to remember- the first special QSO was with JA4AHV on
17m one afternoon in April 1996. I only had a G5RV at the time and I had to hang in
for more than an hour for his signal to peak and for him to hear me. When he did
come back it was a real thrill.
The second special event was working T32C on 2 different bands (12 and 17m)
without great difficulty. By this time I had a Hexbeam at 30ft. Of course the bulk of
new countries have been worked cherry picking in contests but I have always had a
crack at non-contest pile ups if I judge conditions to be suitable. Roger’s comments on
calculating the power differential is spot on for deciding this.
For anyone who is a bit jaded with high level DXing, turning the wick down can be
a revelation.
Recommended!
So why do some of us persist in QRP when in this day and age it is so much easier
with a few more watts? Roger stated his reasons and as Ian suggests it is all about a
challenge. I admit not having done much in the QRPP area, although I did have a little
play in the ARRL contest some years ago to see how low I could go and still have
QSOs. 200 mW was enough to raise the big East Coast stations, sent as 1W in the
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exchange not to confuse them. Under the right conditions it is surprising what can be
done with flea power. But most of the time I stick to 5W and unlike Roger, I use QRP
all the time.
Another aspect is that 5W causes no TVI issues whatsoever. Years ago I had huge
problems with 100W in my suburban terraced house and I was on tenterhooks every
time I called some DX in case I got that knock on the door. QRP stops all of that dead,
nobody even knows I am on (admittedly the RF immunity of equipment is a lot
better).
QRP really is an addiction and once you start you see no reason to run more
power. Sometimes frustrating when you cannot break the pileup, but the occasional
thrill when you achieve the unexpected like when I worked ZC4A on 40m the other
afternoon well before dark and got a nice ‘well done Dave’ in response.
The Smallest Antenna?
Like quite a few others I picked up one of the new SDRPlay RSP1A receivers when
I was at the MLS Hog Roast in December. Looking for ideas of what to use it for, I
tried to sort out some sort of wideband antenna for general listening. The Wellbrook
loop certainly meets the requirement and has good reviews but is a significant
investment. The other option is an active whip and the
PA0RDT one is widely mentioned. Does a bit of circuit
board a couple of inches long really pick up signals? Since
the cost of making one was zilch it was worth a try so in a
couple of hours it was done,

Dave’s PA0RDT MiniWhip
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G3YMC best ‘ugly’ construction. I have only done some
tests indoors at the moment and as everybody says it is an
excellent noise receiver, a whole 40dB worth of it
according to SDRUno. Radio 4 on 198kHz is just about
copyable under the noise. But I gather if it is on top of a
30ft pole well away from the house and the feed coax
connected to a good ground it should work well. If you are
going to go to all that effort you may be better off starting
with a somewhat larger antenna in the first place. The
Wellbrook is beginning to look a rather more attractive
option!

THE CONTEST WORLD
DENNIS ANDREWS, F5VHY
RSGB News
HFCC Members for 2018
HFCC members for 2018 are Nick G4FAL, Mike G7TWC, Iain
M0PCB, Clive GM3POI, Stewart GW0ETF, Paul G4PVM and Graham
G0NBI as voting members. Chris GM3WOJ as a corresponding
member. Pete G4CLA, Mike G0GJV, Ian G0FCT and Andy G4PIQ are advisory
members.
The Committee is always looking for people willing to help with the
administration and strategy of the Contest Calendar. Contact G4FAL if you feel you
can make a contribution.
HF Contest Championship
The 2018 Championship kicked off with the three AFS events during January.
Although there was some concern over the requirement for next day entry
submission, this does not seem to have impacted the level of entry which has
remained around 70 Clubs and 190 individuals.
The addition of AFS Data increased the total contest count to ten – details at:
http://www.rsgbcc.org/hf/rules/2018/rhfchamp.shtml
……and cumulative results at
http://www.rsgbcc.org/cgi-bin/hfresults.pl?ContestSeries=HF%20Championship&year=2018

The Championship aims to encourage activity in the whole range of RSGB
sponsored HF events and seems to be succeeding in this aim. The table for 2017
shows a total of 384 stations qualifying for listing – getting on for double the number
in 2017. Already, for 2018, the cumulative table shows a total of 287 UK stations
submitting entries for the three AFS contests.
Graham – G4FNL, topped the Championship for 2017 having entered all nine
contests and coming 1st in three of them.
Award winners Hall of Fame
An interesting feature on the RSGB Contests website has been produced by Jacqui
G6XSY and Ian G0FCT.The Hall of Fame lists all recipients of RSGB contest trophies.
Much of the information was extracted from the engravings on the trophies.
http://www.rsgbcc.org/cgi-bin/trophies.pl
Looking for operators for GR2HQ
HFCC is coordinating the teams for GR2HQ again this year. They are keen to
recruit contest operators who would like to join one of the team stations. Contact
G4FAL if you would like to take part in this and they will attempt to link with a
nearby host station that would like an additional operator.
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WWROF – World Wide Radio Operators Foundation
Since its formation in 2009, WWROF has become a major influence in the support
and development of operating skills – and in particular, those connected with
contesting.
Programmes include:







Administration of Cabrillo formats
Support of Contest University
Support for Contest related Webinars
Development of wideband recording systems
Management of CQ Contest awards
Financial support for various related activities

In recent years, the management of the CQ set of contests – CQWW, CQWW160
and CQWWRTTY – has been undertaken by WWROF . Without their participation, the
future of many of our major contests would have become doubtful.
The organisation is chaired by John Dorr, K1AR and Directors include many of the
best known contesters including K3LR, N5RZ, K8AZ, K1DG, N5OT, K3EST and many
others.
The full range of WWROF activities can be found on their website at
http://wwrof.org/ . The various sections reflect the wide range of activities.WWROF
is funded by individual donations and the donors’ list includes many UK contesters. If
you are not on the list, you might consider it something worthy of your support.
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THE CDXC DIGITAL DIARY
ROGER COOKE, G3LDI
A New Year, a New Flex, but which year?
Several local amateurs from NARC ordered a Flex 6600 at the
Newark show last year, but delivery has been delayed! Now we have
heard it should be April. Some would argue that this sort of delay is
not acceptable but we are quite happy to wait! I am in particular
because I have a lot of shack reorganising to do, new carpet, painting
and decorating, a new desk system, tower work and so on, plus I will be selling my
FT2000 and DMU-2000 (unused!) so I am not in a hurry.
I don’t have to worry about working Bouvet now unfortunately, so will hopefully
get it all done before Bouvet does really happen.
DXCC RTTY
Not much input this month so just a few minor tweaks to the table. Let me have
your updated RTTY score when you do have a change please. I think there are two
reasons why input is slow. One is the migration of RTTY ops to FT8 and the other is
the poor propagation.
RTTY DXCC TABLE - ALL-TIME SCORES
NAME / CALL SIGN
STEVE
N3SL
ALEX
YO9HP
IAN
G3KZR
TOM
GM4FDM
VILNIS
YL2KF
DAI
MW0CRI
JOHN
GW4SKA
NAND
VU2NKS
PHIL
GU0SUP
ROGER
G3LDI
RICH
W3ACO

WORKED
346
332
323
322
311
298
295
293
284
249

CONFIRMED
346
332
323
321
306
300
298
294
292
268
248

NAME / CALL SIGN
AL
GW3SFC
DAVID
G3YYD
CHRIS
G8APB
JOHN
G7SSE
PHIL
ZL3PAH
CHRIS/G8APB aka
M0A
GORDON G3PXT
ANDREW G8GNI
KEITH
G6NHU
PETER
G3VPS

WORKED
240
263
250
215
220
171

CONFIRMED
238
236
230
200
192
159

182
159
154
216

154
153
136
76

BARTG Sprint.
My son and granddaughter were arriving Saturday for the weekend, so I operated
for the period before they arrived. They were slightly late so that gave me more time
in the contest but I could not operate after around 8 p.m. However I did manage 290
Qs so I was quite pleased with that. This is my score summary. For some reason I
missed out on Africa! Not one EA8, CN8 or ZS came to my rescue there, so a whole
continent missed.
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Band
80
40
20
15
10
TOTAL

QSO Pts
57
70
159
1
1
288

DXCC
2
3
32
1
1
37

Areas
0
0
18
0
0
18

Con
0
0
5
0
0
5

80
40
20
TOTAL

19
90
261
370

1
5
40
46

0
0
17
17

0
0
6
6

GW4SKA TOTAL

627
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19

6

G3LDI

G8APB

Chris G8APB put more time in
than me:
The sprint started well for me,
but nothing on 15m or 10m. After
about six hours went for natural
break and food; when I came back
20m had collapsed, so took the
better option and got some
sleep. Sunday was not a lot better,
just slow. So overall, no competition
for John GW4SKA.

Chris also worked all six
continents. Strange how I missed Africa with eight hours operating time!
John GW4SKA found conditions as expected with the current solar numbers. He
only got 1 SA (YV5AAX), 1 VK, 1 ZL but did find some JAs for 5 JA areas. One YC got
him OC on Saturday evening. The only other DX of note was a 9M2.
The next major BARTG even is the HF contest in March. It takes place from 02:00z
on Saturday 17th March to 01:59z on Monday 19th March. Rules can be found here:
http://s3.spanglefish.com/s/7850/documents/contests/hf/rules/current/bartg%20hf
%20rules.pdf
The new BARTG web site should be up and running soon. It should be easier to
use, have more interesting material and better to navigate.
I recently received an email from Kevin Coombs, G1UNL. Here it is:
I am a photographer at the Reuters News Agency in London and recently visited
our offsite archive where I came across a bunch of old teleprinters and HF
radios/receivers. You will probably know the history of filing news copy on HF radio
and RTTY.
I planted an idea in the mind of our archive manager and that was to try and get
some it it working again, the goal being to send and receive a historic Reuters story
across this equipment.
I know nothing about data so I wonder if this is something BARTG might be able to
help us with? The first part would be to see if any of this stuff is complete and actually
works.
Apart from being a good project I also thought it would make a good news story
itself and possibly something we might run on Reuters TV.
Well, it certainly is old gear and I well remember owning some of this myself, such
as the AR88D and BC221. However, is it worth looking at, checking and trying to
rejuvenate? It would have to be a project for somebody willing to house all this gear
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too and it is quite bulky – referred to as boat anchors in the day! If anybody is
interested, please contact Kevin direct at kevin@kevincoombs.com and make
arrangements with him. It would be a shame to see this stuff go to the skip, but I
suspect that is what might happen. Can anybody help? Here are some pictures.

I have not included pictures of some well-known equipment like the AR88,
CR100s and BC221 and some peripheral gear too.
FT8 and all that
This mode is still undergoing a revolutionary stage, with an ever-increasing move
to using it, even by some amateurs who would not normally be associated with data
modes! There has been a stake out on a new frequency around 14.093MHz due to
the fact that 14.074MHz has been over-populated just lately. Whilst there are a few
dozen data modes available, with some used spasmodically within our allocated data
section, no mode since the inception of RTTY has been pounced upon with such
enthusiasm. Obviously spectrum is limited, but this sort of activity will obviously have
an influence on future band planning. I suspect that a large proportion of those now
using FT8 are/were (hopefully still!) RTTY operators and although that 14.093MHz is
not used as much for RTTY, it is only because the RTTY ops are now on FT8! This
situation will change in RTTY contests and 14.093 will still be regarded as a RTTY
frequency and fair game for RTTY use.
The advantage of FT8 is manor from heaven for those with limited antenna space.
They can now work DX with relative ease and it all helps with population of the HF
bands. However, some new band planning will have to happen to allow for all this
new activity, at the expense of another mode. I am not saying which mode, but I
hope it’s upwards!
Whilst on the subject of band planning, which, as we all know is a voluntary plan
anyway, there has been a growing discussion of the data segment on Top Band. Now,
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if you look at our Region 1 band plan, you will see it is a huge segment of 1838 to
1843 kHz. How are we supposed to fit all Data modes into 5 kHz?
The bandplan is also different for other regions and countries. This comment from
Jeff- K1ZM, who used to be on the ARRL 160m Planning Committee and is not an FT8
user:
This FT8 discussion is fascinating really. It harkens me to remember the origins of
the current ARRL 160m bandplan that we try to follow today on Topband.
A number of us (myself included) were on the 160m ARRL BANDPLANNING
COMMITTEE some years ago and there were several schools of thought that took
place at the time:
1) A few of us - myself, W4ZV and K1KI (I think) favoured a true CW sub-band on
160m as we have always had in place on the upper bands like 80/40/20/15/10.
2) However, the CHARTER of the ARRL committee was determined NOT to be
inclusive of a formal petition to the FCC to establish true, formal sub-bands on 160m.
3) INSTEAD - the current bandplan was what was adopted which placed digital
where it presently resides - as I recall it was on 1838 and not on 1840 by the way.
4) When those of us favouring FCC action on the matter enquired about CONTESTS
- (especially those on SINGLE SIDEBAND) - we were told that 160m spectrum would
"FLEX" to accommodate what would be SSB activity down to 1803 here in the USA
and above 1813 over in EU since the lower band edge is 1810 over in Region 1
In other words, if this is not crystal clear - it was EXPECTED that SSB would
penetrate below 1842 during an SSB contest - and that CW would "FLEX" over the
band segments that were usually considered for DIGITAL and SSB modes during a
competitive operating event.
In actual practice this has worked reasonably well - until the rise of the interest in
FT8 - where some folks seem to think now that 1838-1840 is somehow INVIOLATE.
This is an INCORRECT assumption in my opinion.
No one 'owns" a band segment on 160m under what is a VOLUNTARY BANDPLAN
- and the band segments do "flex" in contests when there is so much activity to
warrant the overlap that naturally occurs.
It is also an illusory assumption to believe that since the 160m band goes all the
way to 2000 kHz that all space on Topband is of equivalent VALUE during a contest
event. Europe, for example, cannot operate below 1810 and most European countries
cannot run FULL POWER above 1850 kHz. Also some countries in EU today still are
limited to narrow band slots from 1810 to 1830 or from 1810 to only 1850. So it is
quite LIKELY that during a contest event there is going to be a lot of operation around
1838-1842 and it is not likely to be FT8 either, if the contest is a CW event or an SSB
event.
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What needs to happen (and usually does) is that after these contests are
completed, the band FLEXES again back to our more normal, accepted conventions meaning that CW is usually occurring from 1810 - 1835 or so (not by a rule - but just
by gentleman's bandplanning convention and that SSB usually occurs above 1843 or
so.
On a final note - W4ZV and I authored a FORMAL FCC petition after our 160m
Bandplan service was completed and over 1000 amateurs worldwide filed supportive
comments. What we asked the FCC to do was create a TRUE CW sub-band on 160m
from 1800 to 1835 or so here in the USA as I recall - but in the end Bill Cross at the FCC
ridiculed the petition and the FCC denied it out of hand - which meant that what we
have in place today is the VOLUNTARY 160m ARRL BANDPLAN that we now follow and we all need to understand that NO BAND SEGMENT on 160m is reserved for
anyone or any mode. Here in the US, CW is authorized from 1800-2000 inclusive as is
SSB - what we all usually do is try to respect what we have as a bandplan MOST OF
THE TIME and not complain when a contest comes along.
BY THE WAY - here's one for you. I recently witnessed an HL5IVL digital qso where
the HL5 was on FT8 around 1820 (because his 160m band was limited to 1825 and
below) and the counterparty on this same qso was on 1840 or so on FT8. I do hope
we do not see too much of this kind of event - this one was understandable given the
band restrictions in Korea- but it would concern me to find FT8 all over the band all
the time - because that would (most likely) create a lot of food fights going forward.
At the end of the day - we must respect that 160m is a most UNUSUAL band and
there are no really HARD and FAST inviolate sub-bands in the traditional sense that
we find on the higher bands.
Personally - I am not an FT8 user - but I respect the rights of others to use this new
mode. We cannot hold back technology here - that never works very well - but we do
need to understand the need to be FLEXIBLE - especially during competitive operating
events (eg: contests).
73 JEFF K1ZM/VY2ZM
………. and a second opinion from Don G3XTT, Editor of PW, who is obviously not
an FT8 convert (yet!).
I've been watching this thread with interest, having recently taken the plunge and
experimented with FT8 (but got bored very quickly!). Three comments on aspects that
I don't think have been covered:
1. FT8 is very new, albeit it seems to be taking the world by storm, and I suspect
many operators are unaware of where it exists on the bands, unless they are data
modes operators themselves - which, typically, many long-term Topband operators
are not.
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2. Many FT8 "users" are actually computers - I know of a number of folk who have
automated FT8 to the extent that they go to bed at night and in the morning look to
see what their PC has "worked". As far as I know, their PC doesn't specifically check
for a clear channel although it will normally be trying to find a slot between other FT8
signals within the audio bandwidth.
3. Apropos of which, most FT8 QSOs are split frequency - it makes no sense to call
a station co-channel. So even if a frequency appears to be clear, it may be that there
is a station already in QSO with an FT8 QSO partner 1kHz or more away (the WSJT
software handles this "split" operation automatically). So a quick "QRL?" will not be
heard.
As is usually the case in life, nothing is simple! 73 Don G3XTT
Jeff’s comments go well with me as I am getting a FLEX 6600 so I can be “flexible”.
JTDX
To make the FT8 situation even more attractive, this new evaluation version of
JTDX is now available. Download it from https://www.jtdx.tech .
Look for evaluation version 18.1.0.71. Download and make a clean install with it,
as per the instructions. There are some neat features within it and the display on the
screen is much better than the older WSJT-X program that I was running. It has a
deeper decode too, plus a few new features not found on the old version of WSJT-X.
It has a larger decode window and the colours are definable if you don’t like the
default ones. It will cater for JT65, JT9 T10, which I have not even tried as yet and
FT8. It will also handle WSPR. Have a play with it and see what you think, I bet you
will be pleasantly surprised.
This is the latest version at the time of writing this column. However, it will
probably be updated by the time you read this, such is the fervour of this mode. You
should also download JTalert from Hamaps. The latest version of this program is
2.10.14, but again it might be outdated!
Gary ZL2IFB has just issued a very useful FT8 Operating Guide. This is his
announcement:
Today I’ve published my FT8 Operating Guide, a collection of pragmatic tips that
takes over where the WSJT-X help and installation notes leave off. It is specifically
aimed at HF DXers - not so much the moon bouncers, meteor pingers and other
amazing DXers but those of us slugging it out daily on the short waves.
It started out as my rough notes as I fumbled around with the new mode. Those
grew steadily over the past few months, absorbing information, advice and helpful
hints from many sources including plenty of encouraging comments on the web
version. I’ve peppered it with screen shots, quotes, comments and ideas and given it
a little structure. It’s still not entirely “finished” (partly because the operating
techniques and software are still evolving) but I wanted to get it out there ahead of
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Bouvet, so those who intend to have a go at working 3Y0Z on FT8 have a chance to
read and practice their skills, honing their techniques before the Main Event.
It’s here: http://www.g4ifb.com/FT8_Hinson_tips_for_HF_DXers.pdf
See some of you down the waterfall …73 Gary ZL2iFB
Don’t forget that when running FT8 or any of the JT modes, time is of the essence.
By that I mean that your PC clock MUST be kept as accurate as you can. I use
Dimension 4 and always have done. I have never had a problem with it but some
people have. However, there are others around but again Gary came up with this
suggestion:
Here in NZ we use a 'pool' address which automatically reroutes if servers drop in
and out of the pool. Is there something similar in the UK? Have a browse around
http://www.pool.ntp.org/en/
I have no reason to try this, but if you are having timing problems look around for
another server, or look on the site suggested by Gary. I update mine every couple of
minutes to maintain good accuracy.
G3PXT multi-mode activity
As usual, Gordon G3PXT spent a lot of time in front of his equipment and did
quite well. He entered this Russian sponsored event. It takes account of around 17
different Data modes over a period of several days.
https://www.rdrclub.ru/dni-aktivnosti-rtsrk/244-digital-activity-days-rdrc-rules
This is called the Data column, so it’s good to report on all sorts of little used
modes. This is what Gordon managed in that contest:
12
20
350

12
14

Contestia
Domino
FT8

Feldhell
JT65

A92GE, OD5YA, XP3A,
YB0MWM, VR2CO,
CO3NR, OA1R, ZL4DH,
ZS6RAS, 9M2TO,
4S7AVR, BV7FO,
JS1NDM, CE6SAX,
9G5ZS, YV5DRM, HK3C,
HC7AE, C93PA, TR8CA,
CO8LY, TI3/N8JAJ,
VK3ACE
8J1RL, VK7IC

19
14
6
17
40
30
175
35

JT9
MFSK16
MT63
Olivia
PSK
ROS
RTTY
SIM31

13
35
21

SSTV
T10
THOR

20

THROB

VK2AHS

HI3T, P49X, E21YDP
AA5II/40m – while at
breakfast - AutoMode

VU2IBI – came back to
my CQ

The total was over 665 QSOs in over 100 DXCC.
The next one of these Russian contests is in May should anybody be interested!
Please send reports and pictures to roger@g3ldi.co.uk
73 de Roger, G3LDI
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THE OLD TIMER – ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS TO WA6AUD &VE1DX
Cycle Minimum Blues

One of the local QRPers was up the hill the other day, this one to slouch down in a
chair and heave a heavy sigh of despair. "It's the sunspot cycle", he said, "this
minimum is terrible." We were a bit surprised for this particular QRPer was always
optimistic. "Not to worry", we said in a properly sympathetic voice, "the sunspots
always come back. Why, you were just saying at the club meeting last week that we
were near the bottom and it can only get better. Why the sudden change?" The
QRPer looked at us for a moment, then stared at the floor. "It's not going to come
back up this time.” he sighed, "The flux is stuck at 67 and there's no hope. Every
other cycle came roaring back, but this one won't. We are doomed to work DX on
160, 80 and 40 for the rest of our lives."
Son of a Gun! We were becoming confused. "What's wrong?” we asked, "have
you been reading some of those theoretical papers out of NASA again?" The QRPer
began to glare at us with his beady little eyes. "No, I haven't been reading anything at
all", he said, his voice rising, "You and I both know it's got nothing to do with solar
physics or NASA or anything else! It's the Palos Verdes Sundancers that bring on the
sunspots and the DX." We admitted that this was true. "You are beginning to
understand the Mysteries of the Ages", we replied, "Don't worry. They will be hard at
work this fall and there will be DX for everyone." We sat back in the chair, confident
the crisis had been averted. "No there won't be", the QRPer said, "there won't be any
DX at all. Have you listened down in the barrancas? Did you hear what they are
playing?" We had to admit we hand not visited Palos Verdes country in a long while.
"They are playing Mendelssohn's 'Symphony in C Minor'! That won't bring on the
next cycle! We are never going to see the flux over 70 again!" And before we could
get a chance ask more, he was off down the hill, convinced that the Great Days of
DXing were never to return.
What could we say? So we went straight down to see the leader of the Palos
Verdes Sundancers . . . and the QRPer was right. The tones of Mendelssohn were
stirring in the background. "What gives?” we asked. "Oh nothing," he answered, "the
Dancers are just a bit tired. Remember the good conditions when Peter 1st was on?
And when we gave it our all so the East Coast could work Pratus and Scarbourgh
Reef? Well, it's taken its toll. We just need some relaxation. It's part of the new
management philosophy of the 90's," he explained. This was a new one on us and we
were starting to worry that the QRPer was right.
The leader of the Palos Verdes Sundancers saw the look of concern on our face.
"Not to fear! This fall there will be DX for all! We are working on a new strategy.
Ragtime! In 2-4 time, characterized by a syncopated melody over an accented bass.
In true Scott Joplin style!" he explained, "the Dancers are just using the symphony to
relax." And with that, he did a double-heeled click and was off. Son of a Gun! Who
are we to argue with the success of the Palos Verdes Sundancers? The Great Days of
DXing are at hand! The signs are everywhere. Be a Believer . . . and learn to like
ragtime! DX IS!
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Remove noise from weak signals..
..Hear clearly with a bhi DSP
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- 7 filter levels
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- Input overload LED
- Headphone socket
- Supplied with user manual
and fused DC power lead
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and connect the power!

Dual In-Line

Mono/stereo DSP noise eliminating module
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- 8 Filter levels 8 to 40dB - 3.5mm Mono or stereo
inputs - Line level in/out - 7 watts mono speaker
output - Headphone socket - Easy to adjust and
setup - Ideal for DXing, club stations, special
event stations and field day events - Supplied
boxed with user manual and audio/power leads Suitable for use with many radios and receivers
including Elecraft K3, KX3 & FlexRadio products

ParaPro EQ20

Audio DSP Range

New!

- 20W Modular Audio Power Amplifier
- Parametric Equaliser
- bhi Dual Channel DSP
Noise Cancelling
- Bluetooth connectivity
4 versions available:
EQ20, EQ20-DSP
EQ20-B, EQ20B-DSP
Flexible, intuitive and
easy equalisation
for enhanced speech
intelligibility Shape the audio
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Burgess Hill, RH15 9RR, UK
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bhi DSP noise
cancelling
products remove
unwanted noise
and interference
from weak
signals, enabling
you to hear more
clearly and listen
stress free!

Compact In-Line

Compact handheld mono/stereo
in-line DSP noise cancelling unit

- Easy to use rotary controls for
all functions - New improved
DSP noise cancelling - Use with mono
or stereo inputs - 8 filter levels
9 to 35dB - Ideal for portable use & DXing
- Use with headphones or a small speaker
-12V DC power or 2 x AA batteries
- Over 40 hours battery life
- Size: 121mm x 70mm x 33mm
- Suitable for use with Elecraft K3 & KX3

- 10W amplified DSP
noise cancelling
base station speaker
- Rotary volume
and filter level controls
- 8 filter levels 9 to 35dB
- Speaker level and
line level audio inputs
- 3.5mm Headphone socket
- Size 200(H)x150(D)
x160(W)mm, Weight 1.9 Kg
- For use with most
radios, receivers & SDR
including Elecraft &
FlexRadio
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NEW ICOM IC-7610

The Icom IC-7610 is a complete redesign of the former IC7600 following on from the huge success of the IC-7300.
100W, Dual band receive and a huge widescreen display.
For more information with prices

www.HamRadio.co.uk/ic7610
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